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With Shelley Robert’s energetic arrival and her welcome new ideas, Uni students and staff experienced new dimensions of Uni education. The food cart filled our stomachs and emptied our pockets. Between heaters, fans and the student lounge’s new stereo and TV, we progressed into new levels of school life. The onset of advisory periods shortened classes on Wednesday and broke the monotony of the usual intense curriculum. This year not only changed our academic and physical environment, but also altered our outlook on life.
Students departed for Rome and Russia to experience cultural diversity, and in return, Uni hosted Russian students. School plays Harvey and A Man With A Pizza introduced 6 foot rabbits and exotic male dancers to the faculty and students. Spirit Week was a hit with loud and much-appreciated music blaring throughout the 1st and 2nd floor hallways. The year overall enriched and elevated student’s social soundness to new dimensions.
Once again, the subbies have made a step towards bonding as a class. Accompanied by various students of other grade levels and some faculty members, the class of '99 trekked out to Lake of the Woods in Mahomet. According to those involved, most people seemed to have a good time despite the rain. Among other things, the subs learned their Rights and Responsibilities as students, what to do in case of a crisis and, of course, everyone's name.
Fred Marx Comes Back to Uni with Hoop Dreams

Something unusual happened this year at Uni. On January 12, all students left school to watch Hoop Dreams, the documentary directed by Uni alum Fred Marx. The documentary is about two inner-city Chicago teenagers and their experiences with basketball recruiting. The initial intention for the documentary was to show only the first year of their high school basketball career on a public access channel. However, things got interesting, and Marx and his crew decided to extend the project to cover all four years. Fred Marx was a basketball star, with dreams of being in the NBA, until his graduation in 1973. All of the Uni students greatly enjoyed and appreciated having Marx visit, as it exposed everyone to a lifestyle we don’t see very often.
The fall play this year was the 1940's vintage comedy "Harvey." Unfortunately, the namesake of this play was not available for the cast photo. The play involved the zany antics of Elwood P. Dowd ("here, let me give you one of my cards"), played by Jeffrey Brokish, and his best pal Harvey, a six foot white pooka rabbit. In Elwood's adventures with Dr. Chumley (David Beedy) and Dr. Sanderson (David Asher) of Chumley's Rest (a loony bin), he offends and embarrasses many people, including his sister Veta (Jenne Glish), his niece Myrtle Mae (Alison Leff), and his lawyer Judge Gaffney (Anand Swarwate). Elwood resolves his eccentricities in the climactic cabbie scene where it is decided that being crazy is okay as long as you're a nice guy. The production was aided and abetted by the ever important crew who got almost all of the light cues right.

Cast and crew of Harvey (l-r, t-b): Andrew Reynolds, Mrs. Ridenour, Sari Karplus, Jason Baut, Anand Sarwate, Lorean Murphy, Jeffrey Brokish, Jenne Glish, David Beedy, Lydia Wraight, James Johnson, Daniel Beedy, Joy Vokac, David Asher, Amanda Isaacson, Amy Coombe, Carolyn Leap, Ursula Wagner, Alison Leff, Pari Zutshi, Rachel Chaney, Joyce Tang.
Andrew Reynolds reveals the deep dark secrets of Formula 977 to the astonished Jenne Glish and Alison Leff.

Dr. and Mrs. Chumley go head to head

Crew (l-r): Daniel Beedy (lights), George Petrov (sound), Lydia Wraight (assistant director), James Johnson (lights).
A Man With A Pizza...

This year’s student production, A Man With A Pizza, written by David Asher and directed by Jenne Glish, was a smashing success. Set in Joey Singleton’s (David Asher) Manhattan apartment, it centered around the conflict between Joey and his father (played by Zach Hensley). Joey loves pizza and fun, especially when shared with his friends Samantha Chase (Alison Leff), a talented dancer, and Andrew Rivers (James Johnson), an exotic male dancer and pizza delivery boy. Torn between having fun and accounting for dimwitted clients like Henrietta Dinglemeyer (Hannah Koenker), Joey turns to his Aunt Miriam (played by Susan Rempe) for help. She advises him to follow his heart, and in the climactic penultimate scene, he stands up to his overbearing father. Elizabeth Singleton (Sari Karplus), who speaks only in recycled soap opera lines, tries in vain to return to reality and rescue her son. In the final scene, Sam departs for Los Angeles with her arrogant British dance director, Sebastian Parker (Jeffrey Brokish), and Joey, having severed ties with his father, must strike out on his own for the first time. "It was wildly funny, but it also made me cry at the end," said one senior.
You have to follow your dreams, Joey dear.

Even when asleep, David just can't stop having fun.

My husband!!
Changes Galore at Uni This Year

There were loads of changes in and around Uni High this year. Under the leadership of the new principal Shelley Roberts, Uni’s classes became much more bearable, thanks to the much needed fans. Many rooms, including Mr. B’s, also got air conditioning. This year we all got a chance to enjoy a good freshly prepared lunch, without having to leave the building, thanks to the lunch cart. The drop off and pick up of students became much easier with the new drop off zone off Mathews street. Student Council was given their own room, in the second floor stairwell, and voice mail (give them a call). The Humanities House was donated to Uni High by the U of I. It now houses the Fine Arts offices, the English department, and the Director of Development Marilyn Upah Bant. The Yearbook and Gargoyle rooms combined under the new Journalism and Yearbook teacher Mike Smeltzer to form the Gargoyle/Yearbook room.
Twins rule: Spirit Week

This was the second annual Spirit Week at Uni High. It was held the week of January 17-20, 1995. This year was much different from last year's Spirit Week. There were much more festivities to boost the unity and spirit of the school. Such activities included a pep rally, twin day, wacky day, class colors day, and school colors day combined with hat day. There were also many boys' and girls' basketball games including a girls' Uni High Invitational. The hallways were decorated with orange, blue, and white streamers, and music boomed through the hallways between classes. To literally put the icing on the cake at the end of an exciting week, the entire school was treated to chocolate and white cake by Student Council. The students reacted positively to Spirit Week – especially junior Bridget Rogers who said, "It was nice to have a break from the usual monotonous pattern of school", while sophomore Jeff Kang added, "It's a keeper!".
This year's dances were as amazing as ever! The 80's Dance sponsored by Student Council was thought to be "the best one all year," according to Junior Anne-Marie Cziko. Students dressed up for the Halloween Dance sponsored by the sophomores, while love was in the air for the Valentine's Dance. People mingled, talked and danced the nights away.
Lounge Committee
Governs Lounge

Due to lack of space, this year's seniors may be the last to leave their handprints on the walls of the lounge.

Committee members Ben Scott and Bridget Rogers.

Dylan and Andy sit around in the lounge.

Mae, Jani, Kumar, and Amanda hang out in the lounge.

As always, the lounge committee's goals for the year were to keep the lounge clean, find furniture for the lounge, and maintain the stereo equipment. This year, the controversial donation of a television and a VCR as well as a new stereo made the lounge a more relaxing place. As if all of the new equipment wasn't enough to provide entertainment, the lounge committee sponsored party days such as Beach Day.
Hungry and socially conscious students were able to find a remedy through the multitude of food sales sponsored by new and old clubs. There was diversity in the clubs this year – from sports to religion to culture. There was a club for practically every interest and idea. The range of activities in which clubs participated saw new depths in organization and initiation. Hopefully this pattern of activity will continue in future Uni years.
Student Council tried to make Uni High a better place to live. They were involved with many worthy ventures, including a student exchange with Central, the Food for Families Drive, X-Week, and Spirit Week. They were always there to rev up the crowds with a spirited rendition of the school song. New clubs were formed, money was given away, and people were just groovy and informed.

Student Council tried to make Uni High a better place to live. They were involved with many worthy ventures, including a student exchange with Central, the Food for Families Drive, X-Week, and Spirit Week. They were always there to rev up the crowds with a spirited rendition of the school song. New clubs were formed, money was given away, and people were just groovy and informed.
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Agora Days Committee

Agora Days Committee got a head start this year, posting outline deadline signs in the 3rd week of school. Again sign-up was made immensely easier by using computer technology! Students signed up for TV show appreciation, cooking, sports, philosophical, music appreciation, and movie classes as usual. It was fun – how about making it a full week next year?

SFAC

SFAC (Student Faculty Advisory Committee) had another successful year, working hard to find solutions for student life problems. Although not a part of student council, this committee dealt with many important issues such as the 300 minute rule and student parking. Students and faculty met together every Friday at lunch and discussed problems arising in the school, and developed solutions for them. Chairman of the committee first semester Anand “Bob” Sarwate said that the problems brought to the committee were issues that were not in student council’s jurisdiction, and that they were problems that the administration should deal with. So...you have a problem? Who do you call?......SFAC!
Gargoyle is new and improved (can it be?) with the addition of the new advisor, Mike Smeltzer. They are led by junior editors Noura Sharabash and Samantha Sutton who are “very capable people” according to one staff member. The Gargoyle tackled many issues, ranging from the new dimensions of Uni, commenting on the old, and exploring the worlds of sports and culture that interest students. The Gargoyle was enhanced again this year by the journalism class which submitted articles while practicing good journalistic skills. Without the Gargoyle, many students would be lost in this confusing place we call Uni.

Yearbook, led for the third year by editors Hannah Koenker and Cindy Wang, went through a huge facelift. First of all, they got two new Macintosh Power PC’s, their very own computer lab, and a brand-spanking new advisor (Mike Smeltzer). With a completely new staff, they took pictures, wrote copy, and laid out loads of eye-pleasing pages while simultaneously juggling homework, sports, and college applications. Yearbook’s future looks bleak for next year, as the reigning goddesses will have graduated, but hopefully a ray of sunshine will break through the fog and lead the yearbook to further glory.
Elections Committee: Still in One Dimension

Like last year, Elections Committee consisted of one person, senior Joyce Tang. She ran the subbie elections at the beginning of the year, but was replaced second semester when she left for Hong Kong. She counted up the votes for President, Secretary/Treasurer, Representative, and SFAC and had loads of fun.

Unique!

Unique, sponsored by Ms. Fuller, once again gathered a large number of students who excelled at writing poems and short stories - just like the good old days. Under tight supervision by editors Joyce Tang and Asako Kinase-Leggett, the members of Unique completed the annual literary publication. This year, editors emphasized not only the development of writing skills, but also different forms such as drawing and photography. Like always, Unique had another successful year!
Students for a Better World (S4BW) held to their motto this year by continuing to “make a difference.” Under the skillful guidance of Richard Lin and Samantha Sutton, and the watchful eye of sponsor Mrs. Kaplan, S4BW not only sponsored a dance, sponsored a child, and helped Habitat for Humanity, but they also made environmentally aware t-shirts! And they had fun doing it. Just so you know they met Wednesdays at lunch.

The Chess Club guys played chess every Tuesday and Thursday at lunch. They also formed a chess team that competed in many tournaments. The team was led by Tommy Craggs, David Asher, and chess club president Alex Krasavin. Although hampered by rule changes that are designed to help larger schools, the chess team still kicked booty!
This year, French Club took on a whole new atmosphere. Due to the absence of Madame Arlabosse, Madame Lopez took over as the new club sponsor. She helped out in organizing and contributed much of her time, while delighting us with her new ideas. Under the leadership of juniors Bridget Rogers as president, and Anne-Marie Cziko as vice-president, this spirited club organized a variety of fundraising events. Their plans included food sales, a French meal, and an all new Mardi Gras celebration. French Club learned a lot about French culture, but more importantly, had “a lot of fun”.

This year, dedicated German students spent every other Friday learning more about Germany and its culture. The club was sponsored by Paul Weilmeunster and led by president Jani Miles and vice-president Christina Garcia. Sapna Cheryan was treasurer and Anita Rajeswaren and Amal Amin acted as secretary. Together, and with the help of the rest of the German club members, they were able to create an exciting year that involved many activities; among them, eating bratwurst and suaerkraut and watching German movies. The German Club also held many fundraisers, including the traditional Black Forest Cake sale at open house, to raise money for field trips to enhance their knowledge and understanding of German culture.
Three Men and the Japan Club

Japan Club diminished in membership this year to only three members. Japan Club, led by Nathan Dummitt and faculty sponsor Mamiko Ihara, learned about Japanese culture through videos, games, and field trips to Hot Wok. The members had a fun-filled and exciting year.

Members from left to right- Damian Marshall, Chris Gorski, and Nathan Dummitt

Russian Club

This year, Russian Club concentrated on bringing joy and happiness to Uni High students’ lives by selling donuts and pizza to raise money for the Russian Exchange. The Exchange took place in February and March, and students from Uni stayed with Russian families, attended Russian classes, and went on field trips to museums and churches. They planned the annual Maslenitsa (Butter Festival) featuring skits, poems, and songs in Russian. President Hannah Koenker, along with Secretary Jeffery Brokish, Vice-President Hadas Ritz, and Treasurer Erin Trouth kept things running smoothly.

Members (l-r, t-b)- Nicole Vernon, Katie Nelson, Shoko Oono, Anna Bial, Lisa Novák, Jeff Brokish, James Johnson, Matt Bandy, George Petrov, Masha Hadas Ritz, Hadas Ritz, Carolyn Leap, David Zych, Hannah Koenker, Erin Trouth, Ursula Wagner
This year a new club joined the many others already present at Uni High. Islamic Awareness Club was sponsored by Hazem Jaber and lead by Hanady Sharabash, Emad Jassim, and Asad Husain. The club focused on educating non-Muslims in the way of Islam and everyone was welcome. Each week the club addressed a different aspect of Islam through discussions, videos, and demonstrations.

Islamic Awareness Club (l-r): Asad Husain, Richard Lin, Emad Jassim, Imran Rashid, Hanady Sharabash, Hazem Jaber.

Latin Club Flourishes

Latin club was more popular than ever. Under the skilled leadership of Consuls (Presidents) Noura Sharabash and Jim Hurst, Latin Club had parties celebrating Roman holidays, an Olympiad, a treasure hunt, and of course the perennial favorite chariot races. As Senior Jeffrey Brokish put it, “Latin Club was an invigorating experience.” Ben Brothers was Aedile (Secretary), and Derek Wade was Quaestor (Treasurer).

(L-r, back row) Alex Krasavin, Rachel Reingold, Tim Ballard, Noura Sharabash, Lydia Wraight, Jim Hurst, Tim Skirving. (front row) Vicki Newman, Ms. Newman, Ben Brothers, Derek Wade, James Ho, Sandeep Sodhi, Mason Throneburg.
Cultural Clubs Hit Uni

Multi-Cultural Club


African-American Club

Members (l-r, t-b)-Nikkia Squires, Erika Harold, Danilo Juvane, Kathleen Johnson-Winston, Biko Bokamba, Zewde Demisse, Dean Davis-Smith, Richard Goines, Michelle Savage.

Asian-American Club

Members (l-r, t-b)
Sweet Noise from the Attic

Rick Murphy led the Chorus into his fourteenth year, with an unprecedented number of students (over 90 people participated every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday). The Chorus performed in only two concerts this year, but did visit St. Louis in their annual trip. According to one student, "The trip was really the highlight of the year for me." Rick Murphy also conducted another successful year of orchestra. In February, they had their annual Christmas concert featuring the ever popular rendition of the Star Wars medley. The orchestra consisted of about 80 people this year including many new members.
Madrigals Sing

With more people than last year and lots of new faces, madrigals was as strong as ever. Under the leadership of Mr. Murphy, five seniors, and the bald-headed Marshall, madrigals had a full agenda this year, taking stage at many private parties and personal concerts this year, especially around Christmas. Madrigals have impressed so many people, that they are planning a tour to England some time in the summer to showcase their voices!

Thayer, Lydia, and Susan pose in their garb.

(1-r) Susan Rempe, Jeff Kang, Thayer Preece, James Johnson, Amy Coombe, Balazs Bognar, Nola Miller, Anand Sarwate, Jenne Glish, Tim Monahan, Lydia Wraight, Claire Henson, Matt Thomas, Katie Braden, Damian Marshall, Sehn Song, David Zych.

and

Thesprians Act

Another successful year of Thespians has gone by! Consisting of ten members (four of them new) and the new director of Drama, Barbara Ridenour, the club was able to choose a selection of different plays, one written by our very own David Asher. They worked hard to raise enough money for new curtains for our stage, and even had enough money for an fabulous trip to Chicago.

Math Team Smears the Competition

Math Team came back with a vengeance this year, going after the coveted first-place ICTM trophy that eluded the Team last year. Fresh, young subbies joined ranks with jaded veterens of many years experience to challenge the top teams in the state to contest their rightful place among them.

Puzzle Club Puts the Pieces Together

Once again, Supreme-King-for-Eternity Jeff Brokish and Vice-Dictator-for-Life Sari Karplus brought many people together in their search for meaning in random pieces of cardboard. This year’s puzzle club was sponsored by Mrs. Fuller.

Members (l-r):
Back: Emma Koenker, Jeffrey Brokish. Front: Joyce Tang, Sari Karplus, Asako Kinase-Leggett, Ruxandra Costescu, Francis Jacobson
Run More! Run Faster!

For those obsessed with running, Running Club met every Wednesday to keep in shape between cross-country and track. Mr. Bergandine, an avid runner, showed the club the love of running. The club ran every week, getting out of fitness in the process. What a deal!

(back row)-Peter Folk, Chris Gorski, G-P Musumeci, (non-member) Tim Skirvin, Emad Jassim, Asad Hussain, Mr. Bergandine. (front row)-Cindy Wang

Tennis Club Hits The Courts

Tennis club played on the clay courts by Kenney Gym. They sought to improve their serves, backhands, and forehands. Led by presidents Tim Ballard and Joyce Tang, the club played, hoping that one day they would be at Wimbledon to win a title. The club met every Wednesday, and was sponsored by Mr. Bergandine.
New Organizations at Uni

Prayer Club

Prayer Club gathered between five and ten people every Tuesday to the second floor. This new organization did well, despite the lack of school sponsorship. The group met to study and read the Bible and to pray. Next year looks to be an even more successful with hopes of greater participation.

Magic Circle

Surviving persecution from the more ‘normal’ of Uni’s inhabitants, the patrons of the Magic Circle club met on Tuesdays to buy, trade, and play Magic: the Gathering™. Around ten people a week strove to conquer their opponents in the game sessions, entered bi-monthly toursneys of skill pitting members against each other in one-on-one duels, and played sprawling multi-opponent games.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes

For the first time, non-school sponsored clubs and activities used Uni as a meeting place. One of these was the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. The members gathered together on Wednesdays or Fridays to listen to a non-denominational, Bible-based lecture-discussion and to interact in various games and learning sessions. Future plans for this area’s Fellowship include attending a camp together some time this summer.
As babies boomed in the PE Department, along came new coaches and new faces in the field of sports. The boys’ cross-country team made it to state for the second year in a row. In his final year of soccer coaching boys’ soccer, Coach Thorn saw a disappointing number of injuries. Girls’ swimming pulled their way into successful competition at state levels. Both basketball teams finished successfully with near 500 seasons. The track teams gained new coaches and new runners. Discussion for adding and amending Uni sports raised both interests and student input in the decision throughout the school. Sports inspired team coagulation and student bonding. It was an enjoyable year and it showed a promise for future years.
Uni High Soccer Battles Through

The 1994 season started with great expectations by all. However, season-ending injuries to captains Steve Nafziger and Jeff Thorn put a damper on the team’s spirit. Highlights included a 9-3 crushing of Normal Calvary and a 7-0 win over Peotone. The team, headed by captains Kumar Das, Ben Scott, and Ted Ulen, led Uni to its first home regional game ever. This year marked the end of a fabulous coaching career for Mr. Colin Thorn. He has coached for six years and was greatly appreciated. Junior Ted Ulen commented “Coach Thorn has been invaluable to the progress of Uni High soccer.” He coached Uni to an impressive 7-10 record this year, and he will be missed.


The good guys get a break after a hard fought half of soccer.
Last Year Under Colin Thorn

Gene stumbles ahead of the enemy

UNI - 4 Judah - 0
UNI - 7 Peotone - 0
UNI - 1 Centennial - 4
Uni - 0 CHARLESTON - 3
Uni - 9 NORMAL CAVALRY - 3
UNI - 5 Westville - 3
Uni - 3 JUDEH - 4
Uni - 0 BLUE MOUND - 4
Uni - 0 URBANA - 4
UNI - 3 St. Theresa - 0
UNI - 4 Normal Cavalry - 5
UNI - 0 Mattoon - 2
Uni - 2 WESTVILLE - 1
UNI - 7 Danville Baptist - 1
UNI - 0 Charleston - 1
UNI - 0 Blue Mound - 4
UNI - 1 Centennial - 4

Ben puts his move on the defender

Andy is so good, he could be in the World Cup! Right Andy?
Swimmers Make Splash At State

Although the swim team was one of the smallest in Uni's history, it also proved to be the most successful. The team was tiny with only ten swimmers. They left their mark, posting a 3-4 record at their dual meets with two losses being within five points. The entire team competed at sectionals, placing 5th and sending half of the team to state. Senior Megan Flynn qualified in the 200 and 500 free, while freshman Christine Keller qualified in the 50 free and 100 backstroke, breaking many school records in the process. Those two, combined with senior Jani Miles, junior Bridget Rogers, and sophomore Chandra Linton managed to qualify the 200 and 400 free relays for state for the first time in Uni High history. As if this wasn’t enough, Megan placed 4th in the 500 and 7th in the 200, while Christine placed 4th in backstroke and 9th in the 50. The Uni team made a strong showing, and ended up placing 9th in the entire state.
Senior mermaids (Asako, Jani, Megan & Nola) float at the deep end of Freer pool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEET</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centennial Invitational</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centennial</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin City Invitational</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danville</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford-Olympia</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>5th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boys' Cross Country Takes It to the Next Level

Boy's cross-country had a spectacular start to the season. Freshman phenoms Andrew Reynolds and Paul Herendeen stepped into varsity positions, replacing two graduating members from last year's team. At the first invitational of the year, the Chrisman Cowchip Classic, Uni took third place due to strong races by all the varsity. The team won the Tuscola meet for the third year in a row, highlighting the middle of a great season filled with personal records. Uni went to regionals and placed third, then to sectionals and placed fourth, and finished off an otherwise superb season with a rather disappointing nineteenth at State. To summarize the experience, Damian Marshall said “Next year, we'll be back. We'll be back with vengeance.” With only one departing senior, Uni looks to have an even better season next year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEET</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuscola/Unity</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisman Cowchip Classic</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monticello/Blue Ridge</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peoria Invitational</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paxton</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscola Invitational</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton/Monticello/Uni</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJO Invitational</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Invitational</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amboy Invitational</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regionals</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectionals</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>19th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bonnie cheers on Peter.

Air Nasri at Mahomet.

Peter, Matt, and Gorski warm up.

Damian, Peter, Adam, Chris, and Matt pack during the Mahomet Invitational.
Girl's C-C Small but Special

Girl's Cross Country was limited by their small size this year (there were only 7 girls!!). To overcome this, they had many good luck charms, ranging from railroad nuts and bolts, Pepsi cans, safety pins, and Ace hardware hats. Even though they were plagued by asthma attacks, tendonitis, and recurring hip injuries, they showed their team abilities by placing 5th at the Mahomet-Seymour Invitation. When asked about this year's team Anne-Marie Cziko said, “We didn’t do as well as teams in the past, but it was a lot of fun and we all got along GREAT!”

left to right: Shawn De la Mar, Anita Vanka, Anne-Marie Cziko, Cindy Wang, Christina Garcia, and Emily Brothers.
MEET | PLACE
--- | ---
Uni/Tuscola/Unity | 2nd
Chrisman Cowchip | N/S
Monticello/Blue Ridge | 1st
Peoria Invite | 12th
Paxton | 1st
Tuscola Invite | 8th
Clinton | 3rd
SJO Invite | 9th
Mahomet-Seymour Invite | 7th
Amboy Invite | 11th
Regionals | 5th
Sectionals | 17th

(upper left) Anne-Marie and Emily are kicking butt! (left) Shawn and our Subbie runner, Hanan, are feeling the pain. (below) They're out of the gate at the St. Joe Classic. (above) Bonnie stands looking for the Uni High runners. Don't worry, they're coming!!!
Success for JV

This year’s girls’ JV team, led by a new coach Julie Christie, ended with a record of 8-12, and won more games than last year’s JV. Although their season started off slowly (they lost their first 6 games), they came back strong towards the end of the season, even tying at 8-8. A highlight of the season was their first game against Chrisman, where Sophomore Audrey Wen led the Uni High Illineks with a season record of 15 points in a 40-30 victory.

Another exciting moment was when Uni forced Shiloh into overtime – both of these teams had crushed the JV the year before. Sophomore Danilo Juvane felt that “that the JV team was much better this year.” Music teacher Rick Murphy agreed, adding, “I saw steady improvement as the year went on. In the beginning their play was timid, but by the end of the season they were playing as a team: aggressively – and exciting to watch.” He was also convinced that “the team shows great promise for the future.” Even though this year’s girls’ JV team didn’t pull off a winning season, the general opinion seems to be that this year was a success, and is best summed up by Danilo; “They were dope.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score (Uni - Opponent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bismark-Henning</td>
<td>16-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>17-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossville-Alvin</td>
<td>8-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisna Park</td>
<td>14-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>24-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>23-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deland-Weldon</td>
<td>31-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong-Potomac</td>
<td>17-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISD</td>
<td>31-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>32-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bement</td>
<td>34-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Calvary</td>
<td>45-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>34-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>25-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>40-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>36-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>32-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>23-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ridge</td>
<td>24-35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Becky crashes the boards while Nadia watches in amazement

Audrey, aka “Kiwane” prepares to burn her opponent
JV Boys B-Ball

The Uni High Junior Varsity Basketball squad, coached by Tom Caufield, finished a disappointing 3-15 this season. The Junior Varsity season was a toss up from the very beginning. The team lost many talented players, such as Dan Murphy, Danilo Juvane, and Tommy Craggs, whose height and experience would be sorely missed. However, the team played together and stuck through a tough season with a lot of difficult losses. A couple of the bright spots occurred when Uni annihilated Judah Christian twice. Another was when the team came together to defeat Danville Baptist away from home, with Mason Throneberg and Aaron Rosa scoring season-highs 17 and 19. Despite the disappointing season the team still played with energy and enthusiasm at every game and gave up much of their time to come to hard practices. Hopefully next year's team can learn and build on this year's record and lay the foundation for a more successful future.

Dan Tucker soars high for a putback.

(I-r, t-b): Matt McClintock, Andy Grace, Aaron Rosa, John Liaw, Thomas Schrepfer, Dan Tucker, Evan Smith, Jon Lansing, Scott Solomon, Coach Tom Caufield, Matt Modica, Alan Kluegal, Mason Throneburg, Guanyao Cheng, Adam Terando, Derek Wade

Left: Jon takes a Heritage charge. Above: Mason drives around a Shiloh defender.

Coach Caufield talks to the troops.
Girls' Victories Hit Double Digits

The varsity girl’s basketball team finished the season with an amazing 11-12 record. Their record was tied 11-11, and it came down to the last game, which they only lost by a heartbreaking five points. Sally Walker, who had coached the team for many years stepped down before the season, and Rebecca Murphy became the new head coach. The players accepted and dealt with this change very well, and continued to improve their level of play. The team was led by senior co-captains Allison Cobb, Nola Miller, and Lindsey Schmidt.

Many fans showed up to support the team and give encouragement. The team improved both their record and their teamwork throughout the season. Sophomore Nadia Reynolds said, “They played well as a team, especially towards the end of the year. No one player dominated. I believe that the team’s hard work and dedication along with coach Murphy’s coaching bred success.” The team will lose five seniors next year, who will be greatly missed. Despite this, they are looking forward to another victory-filled season next year.
Following the last home game of the season, the seniors celebrated with some yummy refreshments provided by dedicated parents after the game. L-to-R: Coach Rebecca Murphy, Lindsey Schmidt, Allison Cobb, Nola Miller, Sapna Cheryan, Amanda Isaacson, and Athletic Director and former coach Sally Walker.

1994-1995 Season

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team 1</th>
<th>Score 1</th>
<th>Team 2</th>
<th>Score 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bismark-Henning</td>
<td>39-20</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>32-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>32-71</td>
<td>Rossville-Alvin</td>
<td>40-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossville-Alvin</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>Cissna Park</td>
<td>53-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cissna Park</td>
<td>53-47</td>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>39-72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>39-72</td>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>35-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>35-54</td>
<td>Deland-Weldon</td>
<td>64-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deland-Weldon</td>
<td>64-14</td>
<td>Armstrong-Potomac</td>
<td>33-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong-Potomac</td>
<td>33-28</td>
<td>ISD Jacksonville</td>
<td>40-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISD Jacksonville</td>
<td>40-31</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>31-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>31-34</td>
<td>Bement</td>
<td>39-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bement</td>
<td>39-27</td>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>40-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>40-57</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>42-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>42-39</td>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>41-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>41-45</td>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>42-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>42-30</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>38-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>38-50</td>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>43-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>43-35</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>62-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>62-26</td>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>58-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh</td>
<td>58-71</td>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>50-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heritage</td>
<td>50-62</td>
<td>Blue Ridge</td>
<td>46-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ridge</td>
<td>46-51</td>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>53-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrisman</td>
<td>53-41</td>
<td>Oakwood</td>
<td>34-40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left: Sophomore Amanda Smeltzer soars high for the opening tip-off against Chrisman. Above: Senior Allison Cobb fights for a rebound, while Sapna, Amanda, and Bridget give optical support.
Varsity Has Strong Year

The boys' varsity basketball team ended their up and down season with a record of 10-15. Team members were disappointed with the end of the season which included losses to both Heritage and Jamaica. Highlights, however, included a win against Oakland at Senior Night and also beating Oakland in overtime during the regular season. "We had a competitive schedule, and we were competitive in every game," said senior Tim Monahan. "[The team] improved a lot." Led by Monahan and Liebovich, the team finished strong and is looking to improve next year with the addition of several good junior varsity players. They will be hard pressed to take the places of this year's seniors, but life must go on.

Coach Ray and the bench rehearse for the Illinois version of Hoosiers.

Timmy and Danilo jump for joy.

Andy goes for the layup

Tim plays patticake with Kansas-Oakland.
Doug and Tim prepare for the rebound.

Andy scrambles for the ball.

Sons Doug and Tim prepare for the rebound.

Above – Seniors and their families: Mr. Sohn, Mrs. Sohn, Doug Sohn, Mr. Leibovich, Andy Leibovich, Mrs. Leibovich, Mr. Monahan, Tim Monahan, Mrs. Monahan, Mr. Thorn, Jeff Thorn, Mrs. Thorn.


Dan Murphy battles for the rebound.
Sally joins the Dark Side.

Asad books it.

Kumar does the hokey-pokey with the ball.

Megan sets yet another world record.
Rubber ducky, you're the one!

I is for Illinck.

Tim drives to the hoop.

Amanda's not it!

Bonnie's race face.
Jeff shows us good defense.

Emily takes it home at the Spartan Classic.
Ooh George, you so sexy!

Megan takes the plunge.

What the school mascot really looks like.

Chandra recovers from her race.
Uni faculty has always been more than just teachers and educators – they’ve been our friends, club sponsors and most recently, our P.A.S.S. Advisors. It’s never easy trying to teach a classroom full of kids, but our teachers not only got us to learn, but made it fun as well. New heights were reached with the advent of technology in the classroom, while some tried and true methods proved their worth once again. It was a year of learning and fun here at Uni High, thanks to our faculty.

FACULTY
Changes in Administration

Uni changed principals once again (what's else is new?), from interim principal Barbara Wysocki to Dr. Shelley Roberts. Ms. Roberts, with the assistance of the always helpful Joel Crames, set out immediately to improve every facet of Uni High life. The school was fixed up with ceiling fans, acoustical tile, the new drop-off area on the west side of Uni, air-conditioning in the library, kitchen, and teacher's lounge, new chairs for the South Attic, and asbestos removal—all made possible by a grant from the University. Due to Ms. Roberts' productive first semester, we got real food in the kitchen through the lunch cart, a better learning environment, and a rediscovered connection to the University. While all these changes were being made, Mr. Crames found time to be a friend to everyone, making banners welcoming faculty babies and announcing school events.
The Office and Counseling Staff

Change was the big word in the counseling office this year. Counselors Dean Davis-Smith and Lisa Micle were excited about their new room, the Counseling Office Annex, which housed all of the counselor’s information about colleges. Lori Baker updated our transcripts and made appointments while Lisa Micle counseled the seniors and consoled them when they had troubles with college applications. Dean Davis-Smith talked with the subfreshman and graced the halls with her cheerful presence. The office staff kept themselves busy with their usual round of chores. Barb kept track of who was sick and who wasn't, and also tracked down all the Uni students who decided to skip. Randy kept the finances. Last and certainly not least, Cathy kept track of the administrative tasks that needed to be taken care of.
The move to their air-conditioned offices in the new English House began yet another successful year for the English Department. Mike Smeltzer, affectionately called "Coach", replaced Marilyn Upah Bant as the Gargoyle advisor and Karen Hellyer as Yearbook advisor. Audrey Wells' class of subfreshmen gave how-to speeches on a variety of topics. Jennifer Burns enthralled the freshmen with such English classics as *Romeo and Juliet* and *The Lord of the Flies*. Creative juices flowed as sophomores wrote numerous journal entries for Dorothy Fuller. Rosemary Laughlin taught the juniors the intricacies of the Charleston. Seniors mastered the art of debate under the skillful leadership of Adele Suslick.
History Department

The History department gained Bruce Tap (aka Bruce Lee/ the BOSS) who taught the juniors all about U.S. History. Mr. Butler continued enlightening his students with his flowcharts, deep thoughts, and COWS; Ms. Kaplan is now full time, teaching Western Civ., and European history with her South-African flair. Ms. Wysocki returned to her department head duties and taught Social Advocacy. Boy, are we lucky to have such a unique group of talented individuals to teach us history!

Mr. B – the quickest draw in the Midwest.

Mr. Tap demonstrates the correct way to hold a piece of chalk.
Ms. Kaplan explains her chalk-throwing technique to the class.
Ms. Wysocki, hard at work.

l-r: Bruce Tap, Philipa Kaplan, Barbara Wysocki, Chris Butler
New Faces Highlight

The foreign language department sported many new faces this year. We warmly welcomed the two new Japanese teachers and also the new French teacher. There was a surprisingly new change in the Japanese department. Huang and Ihara were able to replace “Mrs. Oguichi” and “sensai” Thompson. They were both delighted to be able to help students not only to learn the language but also understand the culture.

Due to Mme. Arlabosse’s medical leave, Mme. Lopez brought her French skills to Uni for a semester. She loved being able to teach in an enthusiastic atmosphere while experiencing new challenges.

The foreign language department had received an unprecedented number of grants. An IBM technologies grant allowed Herr W. to bring hypermedia to the study of German, with his Mosaic project. The U.S. government funded the Russian exchange program for another year so Masha was pleasantly delighted! The Japanese Newsletter still continued to gain popularity nation-wide.

Despite the removal of the school’s language labs, Mrs. Newman’s Latin skills continued to attract many new students. Carol Bond, continuing to be the department head, was still quite pleased on the advancements of the department!
Foreign Language

Linda Lopez taught French II and IV while Mme. Arlabosse was on medical leave.

Francis Newman taught Latin I, II, III and IV and also showed some Latin students around Rome.

Paul Weilmuenster (Herr W.) taught German I, II, III and IV.

Carol Bond taught French I and III.
Taking Math Beyond the Limits

This year, the math department underwent a major overhaul. Under the expert eye of the incredibly organized Carol Castellon, Uni’s math department took advantage of new electronic equipment. Along with Linda Hermann, Malika Djemil, and Hazem Jaber (three new additions to the department), the math crew continued last year’s Mathematica Project in their quest to bring animated examples to every math student.

In addition to overseeing the works, Mrs. Castellon taught Algebra I and II. Elizabeth Jockusch got to see her subbies again, teaching Algebra II as well as accelerated Algebra II, Calc I, and accelerated Calc I.

Linda Hermann took over Mrs. Callahan’s Geometry and accelerated Geometry classes with Gene Bild teaching Algebra I and Advanced Math. Hazem Jaber (everyone’s favorite physics teacher) took over Calc I while Malika Djemil (everyone’s favorite astrophysics teacher) commanded Calc II and III.

And finally, Peter Kimble’s Computer-Science-Department-of-One is now a part of the ever expanding Math Crew.

Ms. Djemil in Action

(l-r) Peter Kimble, Gene Bild, Elizabeth Jockusch, Carol Castellon, Linda Hermann

Jockusch - At large and in charge.
The Science department was concerned with refining their curriculum this year, according to continuing department head Patricia Morris, who also taught research methodology to the subbies. Between Dave Bergandine’s intriguing chemistry lectures, Dave Stone’s bug-skewering classes, the Physics trip (led by Hazem Jaber) to Great America, and the studies of the cosmos with Malika Djemil in Astrophysics, the Science department kept themselves well above absolute zero.
Departments of One

Mr. Clean

John Turner returned once again this year, marking his 17th year of faithful service to Uni. He played Mr. Clean, making sure our hallways were sparkling and shiny. This was a "very hard" job, and Uni is grateful to have someone as devoted and excellent as him to take on this challenging task.

Alumni Affairs

Marilyn Upah Bant took on the full time position of Director of Development and Alumni Affairs at Uni this year. She coordinated all the annual fundraising such as the Phonathon. She worked in conjunction with the U of I foundation and wrote grants. In addition, Marilyn Upah Bant produced and distributed the monthly school newsletter, U’n’I, and the quarterly alumni letter.
The biggest change in the P.E. department this year was Sally Walker’s retirement as girls basketball coach. Bonnie took the spring semester off to recuperate from back surgery. Coach Ray mangled his foot in mid-season, while Al led the mighty swimmers to a 9th place at the state meet. Fitness dragged on and on and on as usual.
This year the fine arts department continued to expand our cultural horizons. Mr. Murphy was seen everywhere – not only teaching chorus and orchestra, but also sponsoring Student Council, the Jazz Band, an a capella voice group, and Subbie basketball. Ms. Hellyer spent her time trying to turn highly energetic Uni students into educated art lovers. She also cosponsored S4BW and took part in SFAC and the technology committee. Another class - “Special Projects in Art” - in which students worked on independent studies in areas such as cartooning, arts technology, and photography, was added to the number of courses already taught by the Fine Arts staff. This year also marked the departure of Laura Reneau and the arrival of Barbara Ridenour, the new Drama teacher. She says that she “always dreamed of teaching art in a small school like Uni”. She is also head of the Thespian Club. Overall, the teachers agree that Uni is a cool place to work because of the students and the renowned atmosphere.
The Never Ending Library

Like usual, the library was kept in line by Runelle Shriver, Mrs. Jacobson, and last year's recruit, Maggie Urian. This year, the library made two huge changes. Kathryn Howell, a grad student at the U of I, joined the forces. Senior Jeff Brokish and Mrs. Jacobson worked on computerizing the library with a new homepage on the computer. This way students could look up information about the library from any computer in school, essentially creating a library without walls! Mrs. Jacobson was gone for the second semester but the work kept going strong.
Mr. Stone is thinking about the bug of his dreams.

Tell us more, Mr. B!

The P.E. department always sticks together.
Careful Mr. Murphy or your face will freeze like that!

Mrs. Ridenour rules from her director's chair

Ms. Hellyer ponders.

"Biker" Bild
Underclassmen were an active part in expanding the social depth of Uni’s student body. The cohesiveness of subbies and freshmen made the atmosphere of the second floor hallway quite chaotic. Sophomores successfully closed both hallways once again this year. Juniors crowded the student lounge and everyone packed themselves into the kitchen. The atmosphere calmed down tremendously though and everyone, including the subbies, secured a place in the social dimensions of Uni.
Subfreshmen
Class of '99

Lian Alan
Puja Bavda

Nell Burger
Jeff Butler
Natalie Ceperley
Christopher Chen

Amy Chew
Ami Choi
Brian Chou
Matthew Croisant

Paul Cziko
Sumon Dasgupta
Tory Depew
Sarah Dunn
Hormozd is transfixed by his first glance at civilization.

Pavan shows his style while as Peter stares in shock.

Hunan and Cubby chill illegally in the lounge.
Hi. My name is Grossman. Will you be my friend?

Dang. You can tell they're subbies, they do homework.

Look it's Ani Choi!

"Hi. My name is Grossman. Will you be my friend?"

Tom uses Matt as a human tissue.
Freshmen
Class of '98

Peter Ambrose

Jason Bant

Rebecca Bartlett

Michael Baym

John Berg

Pavan Brahmadand

Rob Broadbent

Emily Brothers

Ajit Chary

Hsin Chiang

Nils Christianson

Zewditu Demissie

Pedro DeRose
Jeremy runs from the terrifying Carolyn, Ursula and Paul.

Cyndra busts a move.

It's nice to know some people have school spirit.

Nina, Megan, Christine and Vivian get chalk all over themselves.
Emma shows off her braceless teeth.

Eric cherishes his time in the lounge.

Ursula bo bursula, banana fanna fo fursula.

El dances the day away.
Sophomores
Class of '97

Sarah Barclay

Ranjit Bhagwat

Anna Bial

Biko Bokamba

Brandon Bowersox

Rebecca Butler

Rachel Chaney

Guanyao Cheng

Matthew Cho

Amy Coombe

Lori Cooper

Thomas Craggs

Neil Day

Shawn DeLaMar
Aaron feels the need, the need to pee.

Jon acts tough to scare off Uni’s Mafia.

Dan – oh-so-friendly.

Tommy and Jeff haven’t had their V-8.
Aaron and Shawn share a tender moment.

Danilo untangles Tori’s hair from his shirt. Doh!

Boys just seem to gravitate toward Rachel.

Aaron and George shake down Alan for some cash.

Dan Kingery in his favorite shirt.
JUNIORS
Class of '96

Amal Amin  Jamey Auler  Matt Bandy

Dan Beedy  Balazs Bognar  Katie Braden  Ben Brothers

Robin Colomb  Dan Cranston  Anne-Marie Cziko  Nathan Dummitt

Robert Frazier  Christina Garcia  Chris Gorski
upper-right: Derek loses ALL of his hair to the hands of Gorski.
above: Damian entertains us once again once again with his amazing personality.
right: Rachel, Jenny and Thayer paint their nails and gossip about their HOT dates.
Maryam waves hi from on high.

Nina impresses Jamey by showing him her bra.

Matt shows off his Abs of Steel.

Bridget makes a french fry very happy.
Adam and Carolyn: just what are they up to?

"Yoni" and Yunny.
Life in the lounge: Pavon, Peter and...hey, isn't Kavi a subbie?

Chris uses his knife to entice Nils into a slow dance.

Zewde, Nikkia, and Sonya enjoy their rounds of root beer.

Usama catches up on his beauty sleep.

All smiles from Nadia and Amanda.

Zhenya, Tara, Alex, and Julie form a conspiracy.
Jeff makes sure Hannah is still alive.

Joyce relaxes in the lounge.

Cindy is thinking of the man of her dreams.

Asako and James need their energy to do notecards.
Dave Asher

*see below*

Beards don't have lips. - Deborah - Anna
Don't thank Jesus Christ, thank Jerry Lee Lewis
(epileptic head bob). - Lindsey, Amanda & I
I'm gonna go to the Olympics, win a gold medal in the 100 and 200,
then put it on my transcript! - Cindy
Shall we go strolling? - Lesley, Allison & I
HOOOOAAAAH! - Al Pacino
I'm gonna well, I'm gonna have to go to the bathroom pretty soon
um okay? - Mr. Andrick

If you're afraid of dying, you'll only fear living. - Anonymous

Meep.. - Hannah

Don't thank Jesus Christ, thank Jerry Lee Lewis (epileptic head bob).
- Lesley, Allison & I

HOOOOAAAAH! - Al Pacino

I'm gonna well, I'm gonna have to go to the bathroom pretty soon
um okay? - Mr. Andrick
If you're afraid of dying, you'll only fear living. - Anonymous

Meep.. - Hannah

I'm gonna go to the Olympics, win a gold medal in the 100 and 200,
then put it on my transcript! - Cindy

Dude, C - butt, and my little fuck. - Anni, Cindy and Jyana
respectively

Tim Ballard

Don't speak to a fool, for he will scorn the wisdom
of your words. - Proverbs 23:9
I am not a crook! - Richard Nixon
I didn't do anything wrong! - Bill Clinton
That's not the blues: That's Lionel Richie!
- From a poem by Mark Paremba
Me: So, Wad, how's your love life? - Derrik 'Wad', Wade:
Oh, pretty nonfunctional. - Me, Wad & the track team after Dwight
Mmmmmm..........Doooooouns! - Homer Simpson
Don't take advantage of a man with his
pants down, Email! - Chris Gorski
That's the nuts! - The Boss, All the Kings Men
Saaad! - Cindy Wang
VIVIT!! immo vero etiam in senatum venit. - Cicero, In Catilinam
This with this will go! - Hazem Jaber
Do not offer my god a peanut! - Apu

Seth Bank

There's only one true judge, and that's God, so just chill, and let
my Father do his job. - Salt-n-Pepa
Earthquake! - Kumar and I
Ain't got distractions, can't hear no buzzers and bells...That deaf
dumb and blind kid sure plays a mean pinball. - The Who
But I didn't shoot the deputy. - Bob Marley
If you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything. - Public
Enemy
And castles made of sand, slip slowly into the sea... - Jimi Hendrix
Check yourself before you wreck yourself, respect yourself. - Public
Enemy
I got heart like John Starks. - The Beastie Boys
Just quote Shakespeare or something, that always works. - Charlotte
What's the frequency Kenneth? - REM
David Beedy

Can I make it dance for you? - David Beedy
I beat the smart kids, I beat the smart kids! "trip" Ohh, I bent my Wookie. "sob" - Dumb Kid, The Simpsons
I don't know where you little fairies came from, but I sure do like your pixie drink. "hic" - Barney, The Simpsons
Wanna bad night? 'Try sleeping on one of these! - Barney, The Simpsons

Jeffery Brokish

Jeremy

Do or do not. There is no try. - Yoda
And now a man who, like aluminum siding, actually decreases the value of your home... - David Letterman
What goes around, goes around and around. - Unknown
There is more nobility in building a chicken coop than in destroying a cathedral. - Bette Greene

Wenlan Cheng

Winnie

Do you guys need help getting in?" - a girl from Kappa House
Has anyone ever called you Winnie the Pooh?" - Jeff T.
When Hell freezes over, I'll be skiing it." - someone' s shirt
Smiling is a tool, a way for us peacefully to manipulate the big apes who like to believe they are in change." - unknown
Choose bland things when you're nauseous. Not when you're shopping." - Reebok ad
Life is how you change it." - Chad
Why do I always have to do the cutting?" - My lab partner
Your action speaks louder than words and they're only words, unless they're true." - Madonna
Sapna Cheryan

Sapna, don’t copy. - Andy L. before a German test
Christine, you’re very smart but you’re also a woman and
sometimes those two things just fight each other. - Hayden
from Coach
It’s better to look good than to shoot good. - Sophia Neely
I like to read big books and conjecture. - David A.
But mom, I have to wear mascara to volleyball. How else am I
going to keep my eyelashes out of my eyes? - My sister, Anura
And from a strength stronger than my will with imagination I’ll
get there. - Harry Connick Jr.
Education is the passport to the future. For tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it today. - Malcolm X
What man has nerve to do, man has not nerve to hear. - Uncle
Tom’s Cabin

Leif Christianson

Allison Ruth Cobb

Step off PUNK! - Heav
May there never develop in me a notion that my education is
complete, but give me the strength and leisure and zeal to
continually enlarge my knowledge. - Maimonides
Now don’t be upset and go eat your butts! - Mom (referring to her
Fisher Bunny Butt Cupcakes after we lost the Fisher game)
Be at peace with God, whatever you conceive him to be, and
whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion
of life keep peace with your soul...strive to be happy. - Desiderata
We just want the simplest doohickey without any fancy bells or
whistles. - Dad (buying a camcorder)
But other than that Mrs. Lincoln, how was the show? - anonymous
Hey guys! Wake me up when the naked scenes come on! - Asako
watching the Fisher King.
Ruxandra Costescu

Cancel my subscription to the resurrection/ Send my credentials to the house of detention/ I've got some friends inside. - Jim Morrison
I wanna be / The father of the ethnic child / Who stars on TV. - Chris Cornell
Your testimony is immaterial, incompetent, and irrelevant - uh - or something. - Butthead
The city of Champaign hit me from behind - Sang You only have to read the lines / Of scribbly black/ And everything shines. - Syd Barrett
Call Alice when she's ten feet tall. - Grace Slick
If I don't meet you no more in this world, then I'll see you in the next one. Don't be late. - Jimi Hendrix
Tax the rich/ Feed the poor/ Till there are no/ Rich no more. - Ten Years After
I'm bound to be proposing on a Saturday night/ I'll be lazing on a Sunday afternoon. - Queen
Lots of people talking/ Few of them know... - Led Zeppelin
'Will you marry me?'
'Ma'am, I would gladly, but I fear my ankle is twisted.' - Orlando
Pasare de galben/ Care stai in carpen... - Phoenix

Kumar Das

Don't ask me how, Jason, but the ball will double its speed, it will DOUBLE ITS SPEED! - Brian Frizzell
Kumar, are you suffering from a rectal-cranial-inversion?
- Coach Thorn
Don't worry Kumar, it won't go on your transcript. - the guys
Kumar Smith, huh, you know the song Kumbaya? You do? Sing it for me! Come on louder now! - some guy at the pool hall
You see, it's like hunting squirrels with nuclear weapons. - Pat McLaughlin
There are always more fish in the sea, not as cute, nor as rich, but fish nevertheless. - fortune cookie
Yo man, I got potholes in my lawn! - De La Soul (3 Feet High and Rising)
Why starve when there's day old bread to be had? - Ben S.
I'm cold, I'm wet, and George has no pants on. - Andy L.

Sunavo Dasgupta

I'm still alive. - Pearl Jam
Never tell me the odds. - Han Solo
Sing with me, sing for years, sing for the laughter, and sing for the tears. - Aerosmith
Ma, Dada hit me! - Sumon
Pinky, if I could reach you, I'd hit you. - The Brain
You know, I wonder. Does he think I'm remotely interested in his class? - Andy L.
I get up around seven, get outta bed around nine
And I don't worry about nothin', no
Cause worryin's a waste of my...time. - G'N'R
The world is full of educated derelicts. - unknown
I just have this innate ability to jump far. - Kumar Das
Drake Depew

The grass grows around the backyard shit house/
and that is where the sweetest flowers bloom/
we are flowers growing in gods garden/
and that is why God spreads the shit around. - David Byrne
Buck you fuddy, you think you’re so smucking fart, why don’t
you go back off in your own jackyard. - George, Heath, and me
I know you believe you understand what you think I said, but
I’m not so sure you realize that what you heard is not what
I said. - Pixie
Do the dumb things I gotta do touch the puppet head.
- They Might Be Giants
When you have eliminated the impossible whatever remains
no matter how improbable must be the truth. - Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle
The truth is rarely pure and never simple. - Oscar Wilde

---

David Deschler

Dave, Davo, Desch

Expect the best out of yourself all the time. - Tulsa Basketball Coach,
Tubby Smith
We won’t have any of that, if I wanted to watch 11 males covort, I’d
rent a porno video. - Coach Thorn
Excuses are like a—holes, everyone’s got one and they all stink. -
Unknown
And the wonder, of it all, is that you just don’t realize how much I love
you. - Eric Clapton, Wonderful Night
Emotions speak too loudly to be defined by silence. - Nikki Giovanni
What is perceived to be true is often more important than what is
actually true. - Mr. Sutton
There is no place on earth, that I’d rather be than out in the open,
where it’s all plain to see.... - Busch beer commercial
God, you guys suck! - Dylan Morgan

---

Megan Flynn

Kick!!! - Al
Raise an appendage! - Mr. Stone
Afraid of change, Afraid of staying the same,
When temptation comes, we just look away. - Barenaked Ladies
I’ve felt the thunder underneath my feet, I sold my soul for
freedom, it’s lonely but it’s sweet. - Melissa Etheridge
Come on people smile on your brother try and love one another
right now. - Young Blood
Somehow the bad things are just easier to believe. - Pretty Women
And so it is those close to us who deceive us. But we can still love
them. We can love completely without complete understanding.
- A River Runs Through It.
Peter Folk

It’s God!!! - The class of ‘94, to me
Time is an illusion. Lunch doubly so. - unknown
I have risked my life to teach you this concept! - Mr. Pat, from the
top of his desk.
But remember. The light that burns twice as bright burns half as
long. - Dr. Malcom, Blade Runner
Noooobody expects the... oh bugger! - Cardinal Ximinez
(Monty Python)
Ford Prefect: It’s unpleasantly like being drunk.
Arthur Dent: What’s so unpleasant about being drunk?
Ford Prefect: You ask a glass of water. - The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy
Someone made a long speech listing every infraction on the rules we
were committing that night. Someone else made a speech showing
how by careful planning we could break all the others by dawn.
- A Separate Peace
Those that give up liberty for a little safety deserve neither liberty
nor safety. - Benjamin Franklin

Jennifer Celene Glish

Jenne
This is the most fun! - Shag
Wishes may bring problems such that you regret them. Better that
though than to never get them. - Into the Woods
I admit that one never quite allows for the moron in our midst.
- A Mirror Crack’d
I’m subtly dirty. - Pfeffer
If you can’t say anything nice about anybody, come sit by me. - Steel
Magnolias
An element of conflict in any discussion is a good thing. It means
everybody is taking part and nobody is left out. - Harvey
That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet.
- Romeo and Juliet
How in the light of one night did we come so far? - Miss Saigon
If all the world’s a stage, I want better lighting. - Music Stand catalog

George Gruschow

When I find out who’s been knawin’ down all my allotted empty
calories I’m gonna WHAP ‘EM with this bratwurst.
- Bob, Bob and Dave
Information wants to be free! - William Gibson, HotHotCom ’93
I budgeted for some goons to beat [your project plans] out of you.
- Dilbert, Dilbert
Badges! Badges. We don’t need no stinking badges. We’ve got
souvenirs! - Mexican Guy, O.C. and Stiggs
Ferris Bueller, you’re my hero. - Cameron, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
All the famous serial killers are pigmentally impaired. I mean, we’ll
never eat you...too bland. - Flaco speaking for Latinos
Some people never see the light until they see it through bullet holes.
- Bruce Cochran
It’s a dog eat dog world and I’m wearing milkbone underwear.
- Norm, Cheers
The above might sound paranoid and probably is, but I’d rather be a
free-roving paranoid than in prison. - “Parity Check”, Summer 1993,
Nasri Hajj

You scare me. - various
When you call me that, smile. - Owen Wister
Addresses are given to us to conceal our whereabouts. - Saki (H. H. Munro)
The end must justify the means. - Matthew Prior
Have no friends not equal to yourself. - Confucius
You can include me out. - Samuel Goldwyn
Say not you know another entirely, till you have divided an inheritance with him. - Johann Kusper Lavater
This above all; to thine own self be true. - Shakespeare, Hamlet
High thoughts must have high language. - Aristophanes
Great thinkers have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds. - unknown
We’re like gerbils. We’re in a cage running around and around. - Tom Brokaw

Brent Halfwassen

Brenty-poo

Don’t hit at all if it is honorably possible to avoid hitting; but never hit soft! - Theodore Roosevelt
Fall seven times, stand up eight. - Japanese proverb
Do not remove a fly from your friend’s forehead with a hatchet. - Chinese Proverb
If you can’t answer a man’s argument, all is not lost; you can still call him vile names. - Elbert Hubbard
Don’t tell a woman she’s pretty, tell her there’s no other woman like her, and all roads will be open to you. - Jules Renard
Never play cards with a man named Doc. Never eat at a place called Mom. Never sleep with a woman whose troubles are worse than your own. - Nelson Algren
All I ever do is come to the guy’s meets and eat them out. - Anonymous girl sprinter

Amanda Joan Isaacson

Amanda, Damanka, Damanda, Damank, Mankar, Damankar

Don’t thank Jesus Christ, thank Jerry Lewis (epileptic head bob) -Dave, Lindsey & me
Men are like Christmas trees, the good looking ones are always really dense. -Jenny Hsui
Shut up mom! - Lindsey to Jani
Sodomy, well, I, I, I, t, t, th, think I have to go to the bathroom, um okay? - Mr. Andrick
Don’t compare yourself to others, compare yourself to you. - Coach Murphy
Damanda, will you tuck me in tonight? - Brian, the little monster
Whenever you want me at all, I’ll be your friend, yes I will whenever you call, you just got to count on me. - Beatles (to “my friend”, Lindsey)
Operator, was Jerry Lee Lewis epileptic? - Dave, Lindsey & me
Emad Jassim

Ehogh ehog ehogh. - The pointless testing at the beginning of the year. Great powers die of indigestion. - Napoleon It is better that the leader should err on the side of forgiveness than that he should err in punishment. - unknown The most excellent Jihad is that for the conquest of self. - unknown Riches are not from abundance of worldly goods, but from a contented mind. - Prophet Muhammad Kindness is a mark of faith; and whoever hath not kindness hath not faith. - Prophet Muhammad

James Johnson

Oh what bliss, to sign your checks as 30127. - Evita What’s my name...I mean, where’s my hairbrush? - Peter What, me worry? - Alfred E. Newman Emilio’s a magician? - My brother Life is like a grapefruit. - So Long, and Thanks for all the Fish. - Douglas Adam I’m not used to thinking of myself as small. - Drake You dropped something. - George P. in Calc Happy people don’t revolt. - Ms. Kaplan What are the birds and the bees? - Cindy and I to Cathy

Sari Karplus

Sarita, Rita

The bud may have a bitter taste, but sweet will be the flower. - William Cowper Wish for what you want, work for what you need. - fortune cookie Don’t compromise yourself. You are all you’ve got. - Janis Joplin The great thing in this world is not so much where we are, but in what direction we are moving. - anonymous You always have another first impression. - Alison Leff May the worst day of your future be no worse than the best day of your past. - Brad Ross Are you a virgin or are you popular? — Jenny Alsberg Hey Sari, ya wanna do something illegal? - Mom Kookamakaheckeflecka. - Eli
E. Asako Kinase-Leggett

Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. -Martin Luther King Jr.
If we have our own “why” of life, we can bear almost any “how.” -Friedrich Nietzsche
...Grant us the serenity to accept the things we cannot change;
courage to change the things we can, and wisdom to know the
difference. -Reinhold Niebuhr
Courage is not the absence of fear but the ability to carry on with
dignity in spite of it. -Scott Turow
You don’t stop laughing when you get old - you get old when you
stop laughing. -anonymous
There is so much in the world for us all if we only have the eyes to
see it, and the heart to love it, and the hand to gather it to
ourselves - so much in men and women, so much in art and
literature, so much everywhere in which to delight, and for
which to be thankful. - Anne of the Island
If there was a fashion police, you’d get the death penalty. -Charlotte
Get your mind out of the gutter - mine’s already taking up all the
space in there. - Alison Ortony

Hannah M. Koenker

Hank, Hanka, Hanko

Don’t listen to what I say, listen to what I mean. - Peter
I’m free...I’m free...and freedom tastes of reality. - Tommy
Well, I guess my groin is just more stretchable than yours. - Cindy
Shit, man...I’m a natural born killer. - Natural Born Killers
Hope I die before I get old. - The Who
Your travel life has the essence of a dream. It is something outside
the normal, yet you are in it. - Agatha Christie
Hank, just this one last time I wanna fool everybody. - Jeff T
They say no one person can do it all/ But you want to in your head/
But you can’t be Shakespeare/ And you can’t be Joyce/ So what is left
instead?/ You’re stuck with yourself/ And a rage that can hurt you/
You have to start at the beginning/ And just this moment/ This
wonderful fire started up again - Lou Reed

Sang Lee

Metschusu?!? - my mother, translated - Are you crazy?!?
And castles made of sand/melts into the sea/ eventually... - Jimi Hendrix
Oh please/ Let it rain today... - Pearl Jam
What’s dookie? - Ruxandra
Come on people now / smile all you brothers/ everybody get
together/ try to love one another/ right now. - Youngbloods
It is the tale, not he who tells it. - unknown
I’m still alive... - Pearl Jam
Andrew Liebovich

Andy

There's no need for turning back 'cause all roads lead to where I stand
And I believe I've walked them all
No matter what I may have planned. -Don McLean

The mark of the immature man is that he wants to die nobly for a cause, while the mark of the mature man is that he wants to live humbly for one. -Catcher in the Rye

If you don't stand up for somethin', you'll never fail for anything. -Public Enemy

No stopping what can't be stopped. No killing what can't be killed. -Ice Cube

Lilly Liu

I want to be somebody or nobody, not an anybody. - unknown
Do you guys need some help getting in? - a girl from Kappa House
I complained that I had no shoes, until I met a man who had no feet. -unknown
You guys just love me for my car. - Sang

Ninety degrees in the winter is not the same as ninety degrees in the summer. - My parents

I'll just buy a dress and some pumps, and I'll become a woman, and then I'll know everything. - Hayden on Coach

If you know someone who tries to drown their sorrows, you might tell them that sorrows know how to swim. - unknown

Janet Elizabeth Miles

Jani

Winning has a joy and discrete purity to it that cannot be replaced by anything else. - A. Bartlett Giamatti
Nothing is work unless you'd rather be doing something else. - George Halas
When you fall in a river, you're no longer a fisherman; you're a swimmer. - Gene Hill

How much fat does this have? Oh no I'm going into Jani mode. - Lindsey & Amanda

I want somebody to share/ Share the rest of my life/ Share my innermost thoughts/ Know my intimate details/ Someone who'll stand by my side/ And give me support. - Depeche Mode (dedicated to Carl)
Nola Miller

The thing with kids is, if they want to grab for the gold ring, you have to let them do it, and not say anything. If they fall off, they fall off, but it’s bad if you say anything to them. - Holden Caulfield, The Catcher in the Rye

The world is like an enormous spider web, and if you touch it, however lightly, at any point, the vibration ripples to the remotest perimeter. - Jack Burden, All the King’s Men

You must chill! - Lloyd Dobler

I just lie there, until they leave. - Dylan, when he falls down in front of strangers

It’s O.K. Nola, you’re just hydroplaning. - Meg F., as we skid through Race and Pennsylvania

Relim! - Lemond Peppers

In your eyes, the light, the heat, in your eyes, I am complete. - Peter Gabriel

Love is real—not fade away. - Grateful Dead at Soldier Field, July ’94

I only want to see you laughing in the purple rain. - Prince

Timothy Francis Monahan

A man’s first responsibility is to say no to himself. - Chinese proverb

The only thing you must do is what you feel in your heart is true. - Blues Traveler

The Lord calls us not to be successful, only faithful. - Mother Theresa (for Mom)

But the angels do arrive in the end to rescue the day...I hope... - Bono

What is memory except a way of keeping the things you never want to lose? - B. & S. Siegel

Bart, a woman is like a beer; looks good...smells good...tastes good...and you’d step over your mother to have one. - Homer Simpson

I’m not talking about us never being alone. I’m suggesting we make the world our home. You’ve got to fly free, and so do I, and this way we’d never need to say goodbye. - Blues Traveler

Dylan Morgan

High school seemed like such a blur
I never had much interest
in sports or school elections
and in class I dreamed all day
about a rock and roll weekend. - Social Distortion

Mine is a copulation of yours. - Leif

Teddy said it was a hat,
So I put it on.
Now Dad is saying
“Where the heck’s
the toilet plunger gone?” - Shel Silverstein

I’ve been up and down the Four corners of this big old world.
I’ve seen it all. I’ve fought many a good man, and I’ve laid many a good woman. I’ve had the riches, and fame, and adventure. I’ve stood Face to Face with danger and death countless times. I’ve tasted life to the fullest and still my soul cries out—yes, cries out! in its hungry, tortured, wrecked quest - More! - Flitz the Cat
Gian-Paolo Musumeci

He sees a holy day in each day. - Traditional Native American
Intelligent people understand me. - Roberto Baggio
I took the liberty of bullshittin' ya. - Elwood Blues
We shall never, never, never surrender. - Winston Churchill
Aye, for the sake of your honor. - Kimberly Karstoff (Kit)
The wayfarer, perceiving the path to truth, was struck with astonishment. It was thickly grown with weeds. 'Ha,' he said, 'I see that none has passed here in a long time.' Then he saw that each weed was a singular knife. 'Well,' he mumbled, 'doubtless there are other roads.'
- Stephen Crane
May you always know that a lonely traveller you need never be, for my hand will always be there to clasp your, and my eyes will forever seek your gaze. - Anonymous

Andrew Nicholson

You can't kick me out of the computer lab just because I'm stupid. - Pedro
Not only is life a bitch, it has puppies. - unknown
It's very hard to explain bad taste to someone who has it. - Gene Wilder
Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana. - Howard Katz
What's an ARJ file? - Piotr
It's a pornographic picture. - George
Ya, so where can I get a viewer? - Piotr

George Petrov

Hey mister, you forgot your keys. - Laurel and Hardy
I'm good with that action. - Drake
Love is a flower/ You gotta let it grow. - John Lennon
They can't cast an evil spell/ Who can't keep count of kisses well. - Catullus
Living is easy with eyes closed. Misunderstanding all you see. - The Beatles
Whoever can't teach, teaches gym. - Woody Allen
For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings/ That I scorn to change my state with kings. - William Shakespeare
Gravitation cannot be held responsible for people falling in love. - Einstein
Sleep tight ya morons. - Holden Caulfield
Andrew Reynolds

In my mind/beauty is not created/but spat. - George
Achchtph! Mein Hygenflook! - Go Die
No. But I have a glockenspiel. - Dave B
The eagle may soar, but a weasel never gets sucked into a jet engine.
- Simon and Simon
Dear Dan - Ponies are usually caused by radiation. So we ate its head. - 5D Comix
Sure you can take the moral high ground, but just remember that all that holy backlighting is going to make you a better target.
- unknown
Barbecues, tea kettles, gobs of axle grease. There comes a time for every man to sail the seas of cheese. Now life's a bowl of bagel dogs but there are unpleasantries. Cold toilet seats, dentist chairs, and trips to the DMV. - Primus
Let the wild rumpus begin. - Where the Wild Things Are

Anne Elizabeth Robbins

I didn't do it! Nobody saw me do it! You can't prove anything! - Bart Simpson
Freedom is just another word for nothing left to lose. - Janis Joplin
No man is an island, any man's death diminishes me because I am involved in mankind. - John Donne
I need to get in touch with my white male roots. - Cindy Robbins
Jane. You ignorant slut. - Dan Akroyd
Of course, I knew he wasn't a communist. - Richard Nixon
Either he has a genius for leadership or you have a genius for being led. - Kerr Avon

Megan Robin-Abbot

I'm free, I'm free, and freedom tastes of reality. - Tommy, The Who
The truth knocks on the door and you say 'Go away, I'm looking for the truth' and so it goes away, puzzling. - Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Now the world is spinning faster, are you dizzy when you're stoned?
Stomp let the music be your master, will you heed the master's call. - Led Zeppelin
If I can't dance I don't want to be part of your revolution.
- Emma Goldman
It is not about death, she said. It is about imagination - the hard white wings inside our bodies, the clean skulls filled with clouds. - A poet on Georgia O'Keefe
If you don't wash behind your ears, they'll fall off. - Dave B
Curses! - Peter
Oh bother. - Zach, Mom, and Winnie the Pooh
Behind the door you'll find my favorite axe, bring it here I'll be okay, it's just one of my bad days. - unknown
Michelle Savage

I'd rather jump - naked - into a swimming pool filled with wolverines! - Charlotte Schulten when asked if she was going to the school dance.

Je suis stupid! [French: I am stupid] - Jeff Thorn when asked anything in French class.

Being bad, feels pretty good. - The Breakfast Club

In politics, if you want anything said, ask a man; if you want anything done, ask a woman. - Margaret Thatcher

Those who do not stand for anything, fall for everything. - Anonymous

...we will no be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream. - MLK, Jr.

...beinghearers who forget but doers who act - they will be blessed in their doing. If any think that they are religious, and do not bridle their tongues but deceive their hearts, their religion is worthless. - James 1:17:27

Charlotte Shulten

Do you need any help getting in? -Girl at Kappa house to me, Lily, Wenlan, and Sophie

Courage is not the absence of fear but the ability to carry on with dignity in spite of it. -Scott Turrow

God give me the courage to change the things I can, the serenity to accept the things I cannot, and the wisdom to know the difference. - anonymous

Life is uncertain. Eat dessert first. -anonymous

I'm not deaf, I'm ignoring you. -anonymous

Lindsey Allen Schmidt

Don't thank Jesus Christ, thank Jerry Lee Lewis. - Dave Asher

All I wanna do is have some fun before I die. - Sheryl Crow

You don't blow like the breeze you were born to be. - Paul Westerberg

I want you to notice when I'm not around. - Creep, Radiohead

Hanano Kinyobi. - Japanese class

I'm sick of all the same old shit. - Greenday
Ben Scott

I'm your huckleberry. - Tombstone
There is no normal life, there's just life. - Tombstone
Matter is plastic in the face of Mind. - Philip K. Dick
So it goes. - Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
One man gathers what another man spills. - The Grateful Dead
The only difference between me and a madman is that I am not mad. - Salvador Dali
Ariba, abajo, a centro, y a dentro! - Spanish saying
Your great-great-grandfather looks stoned. - Sari Karplus, in reference to above picture
Father, if Jesus exists, how come he never lived here? - Sting

Mae Siffin

Human intelligence can be constructive and destructive, so the deciding factor is to have a good heart. - The Fourteenth Dalai Lama of Tibet
Great nations, like great men, keep their word. - John Mohawk
Art will never be able to do without nature. - Bonard
Women still remember the first kiss after men have forgotten the last. - RemYde Gourmont
Even though their colors can be told apart, blossoms and mist both perfume the dawn. - Balzae
Either you're dead, or you keep moving. - Mick Jagger

Tim Skirvin

Skirv, Scurvy, Skirvy, Skirve

Space is big. Real big. - The HitchHiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
Atque in perpetuum, frater, ave atque vale. - Catullus, Roman Poet
I'd rather be rich than stupid. - Jack Handey, Deep Thoughts
He's not the Messiah! He's a very naughty boy! - Monty Python's Life of Brian
We should have nuked them from orbit. It's the only way to be sure. - Aliens
Trust the computer, the computer is your friend! - Paranoia
Freedom and self-determination are irrelevant. You will be assimilated. You will become one with the Borg. - Star Trek, Best of Both Worlds
An ye harm none, doeth as thou wilt. - Wiccan Law
Douglas Sohn

Doug

Are you Angela's brother? - everyone subbie year
When you part from your friend, you grieve not; for that which
you love most in him may be clearer in his absence; as the
mountain to the climber from the plain. - the prophet (from
Elizabeth Ripotola)

...To any person who has been told that he can't do
something...ignore it. The answers are inside your own heart.
- Montreal Expo, Curtis Pride, a major leaguer who is hearing
impaired

They're getting paid millions to scratch themselves on TV
- what's the point? - Jeff Thorn, on baseball
Man, trust me, just trust me, okay? - my brother Sammy, on
everything

She was good from far, but far from good. - Jeff Thorn
I am only one./ But I am one. / I can't do everything./ But I can
do something. / And what I can do that I ought to do,/ By the
grace of God./ I shall do. - Edward Everett Hale

Joyce Tang

Keep your face to the sunshine, and you cannot see the shadows.
- Helen Keller
The people in flight from the terror behind - strange things
happen to them, some bitterly cruel, and some so beautiful
that the faith is reified forever. - The Grapes of Wrath
I think I have a shoppers version of bulimia. - Lilly L
I have asked to be left a few tears and some laughter.
- Carl Sandburg
A song, played on a solo saxophone...A crazy sound, a lonely
sound, a cry that tells us love goes on and on.
- Miss Saigon, "Last Night of the World"
This feather may look worthless, but it comes from afar and carries
with it all my good intentions. - The Joy Luck Club

Jeff Thorn

If you aren't confused, you aren't paying attention. - anonymous
I can't wait till I grow up and everything makes sense.
- Calvin & Hobbes
An optimist is someone who tells you to cheer up when things are
going his way. - Kraft sugar packet
Certainly it hurts. The trick...is not minding that it hurts.
- Lawrence of Arabia
Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee. - Muhammed Ali
I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears, and sweat. - Winston
Churchill
Give me a firm spot on which to stand, and I will move the earth.
- Archimedes
Sophia Wahba

Do you guys need some help getting in? - Kappa house girl
Why do they call it 60 minutes if it’s only an hour show? - Sang
This is your life, you’ve got to live it your own way. - En Vogue
He must have been at the head of the line when the good looks were
handed out. - John Harkes’ Derby coach
You can fool some people sometimes, but you can’t fool all the
people all the time. - Get Up, Stand Up Bob Marley
Sunavo, give me the book. - Herr W

Cynthia S. Wang

Cindy, Cinders, Wangster, Squirt

Why worry, there should be laughter after pain/ there should be
sunshine after rain, these things have always been the same, so why
worry now. - Dire Straits
Together, we are GOD. - Deborah-Anna Reznek and me.
Life is no brief candle to me; it is a sort of splendid torch which I have
got hold of for the moment, and I want to make it burn as brightly as
possible before handing it on to future generations. - George Bernard
Shaw
The world hasn’t changed, Cindy, you’re the one who is different.
- Hanko
It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have tried to succeed.
- Theodore Roosevelt
If you are always thinking about the future, you’ll never have time to
enjoy the present. - Mark Poremba

Ellen Wenfang Yang

You see things that are and say ‘why?’ But I dream of things that
never were and say ‘why not?’ - George Bernard Shaw
Looking down on others promotes nearsightedness. - John DeLaMar
I complained that I had no shoes, until I met a man who had no feet. -
unknown
A friend is a person who knows all about you but likes you anyway.
- unknown
I dreamt that heaven was on top of a mall. - Lilly L
If a man loves a woman more than a woman loves a man, then
they’re even. - a woman
You guys just love me for my car. - Sang
Un chasseur sachant chasser doit savoir chasser san chien. - unknown
Stealing isn't illegal! - Joseph Smarr at UniCOMP '94
God sometimes you just don't come through - Tori Amos
Is the word 'oops' a professional term? - GP in Huntsville
Any random person can put on a Barney outfit and go sniping!
- Dave B. in calculus
That's so deep, I didn't know my brother was that intelligent.
- Dan B. in physics
So is your spacebar broken or are you just a moron? - Eric P. Armstrong
Bite the broom! You'd do it if you were a REAL man. - Angie Shen at UniCOMP '94
Did everyone get past first base this weekend? - Peter Kimble
She's suddenly beautiful...we all want something beautiful.
- Counting Crows
It couldn't be THAT hard. - me

Rishi Zutshi

Dedication

"This with this will go" was a familiar statement we heard from the wise mouth of Hazem Jaber as we trekked through the perilous art of cancelling the "upstairs" and "downstairs". For many of us, Mr. Jaber showed us the use of Physics in everyday life, while others explored the wonderful "language" of Calculus. We definitely learned many important pieces of information that would help us in the future—whether it was knowing to buy a vacuum cleaner to power your flowbee, to saving oodles of money by haggling with phone companies. Mr. Jaber, always with a twinkle in his eye and a smile on his face, kept himself open and easy to talk to. He kept us up to date about his children, Muhammed (a lover of Barney) and Hanan. Mr. Jaber was concerned about our thoughts and incorporated our ideas into his unique teaching style. He even let us tell stories of our life experiences, like Kumar’s escapade with a gorilla or Leif’s dreams of becoming Special Agent Christianson. He welcomed us with open arms. Now with all this it may seem we didn’t even have time to learn in class, but in reality we learned a lot—just look at the Final Exam grades! (Just kidding) He kept us on our toes with bundles of formulas and examples. His tests were always fair and speckled with various members of the Easy Family. We, the Class of 1995, would like to thank Mr. Jaber and hope he continues teaching Arabic to Uni kids long after we're gone! Shukran, Mr. Jaber.
THE VOTES ARE IN...

Best Looking: Andy & Amanda
Most Athletic: Jeff T. & Cindy
Best Dressed: David D. & Ellen
Best Imaginary Couple: Rishi & Nola
Funnest: Dave A. & Sari
Most Flirtatious: Jeff T. & Amanda
Loudest: Jeff T. & Nola
Dirtiest Mind: George P. & Asako
Worst Music: Seth & Megan R-A
Best Music: Andy & Megan R-A
Best Brown Noser: Jeff T. & Charlotte
Laziest: Dylan & Megan R-A
Sexiest: George & Lindsey
Most Naive: Dave D. & Asako
Most Likely to Succeed: Brent & Cindy
Most Optimistic: Leif & Sapna
Most Likely to Achieve Nirvana: Peter & Leif

THE WINNERS ARE...

Most Mischievous: Sunavo & Megan
Best Legs: Jeff T. & Megan F.
Cutest: James & Joyce & Cindy
Wildest: Leif & Megan R-A
Best Couple:
  Andrew & Megan R-A
Most Likely to go to jail:
  Drake & Megan R-A
Worst Jokes: Kumar & Asako
Nicest: Jeffrey B. & Joyce
Most Pessimistic: Doug & Hannah
Spaciest: David D. & Ellen
Best Smile: Andy & Cindy
Shyest: David Y. & Anne

How cute!

Flirting...again!

Wen sind sie?

Shyest 1995: David Y. & Anne R.
And we were so ...

CUTE
I. David Asher, being of bizarre mind and still growing body, do hereby bequeath the following: Some great geometry to Joy, a WOF to Audrey, and a big BON to George. To Lindsey, a shift to neutral with hysterical laughter. Something that BLOWS to Maryann, a beautiful kitten to Thayer, and a mainly mutilating check to Jeff. To Althea shall fall an Ace down and a Gimme. POT to Jennie and Sari, an “S.S.” to Nola, and “Anything” to Lydia. To Cindy, a dinner at the Olive Garden and an Untamed Heart. To Amanda, an interesting phone call with Fraker. To Hannah, a parent-free night full of piano. To Alison, a Big cup of Milk and a nice guy to spill it with, a stock character, something "constructive," and a midnight trip to the Jewels for... To Sapna, books to read and conjecture about. To Sari, a study partner to C.S. every Friday (uhh...) and to everyone, love, happiness, and pizza.

I. Tim Ballard, being of some degree of sound mind and body do bequeath the following: To Damian and Gorski I bequeath the X-Country team, with the following words to remember: "NO SLACKERS!" To the math department I leave a razor. To Hormozd I leave the class of 00 and the lounge for mysterious purposes. To the Latin 4 class, I bequeath the attached Top 10 list, "Top 10 reasons I’ll miss you guys." To Balazs, I leave my hype dance moves so he can carry on the Uni High Dance Tradition (Go Bognar, Go Bognar!). In addition to such things bequeathed, I hereby release Derek Wade, also known as Wad, from any malfunctions resulting from the incident heretofore known as, "the non-functional joke." 

I. Seth Bank, being of sound mind do hereby bequeath the following possessions unto the following people. To Jamie A., a whole lot of love, a smile, a license plate that reads "Lolita." To Sone Marie, a visit to the Kressa Eye Clinic. Damian P. Marshall shall receive my coral shell so that he may be able to sing as loud as I did. To Rachel I leave a fine man. To next year’s debate groups, many a trip to the Undergrad. library on Tuesday afternoons. To Mr. Jaber, my thanks, you are a great teacher. May the Hop and Shop be blessed. To Lisa Micielle I leave a dinner at the Cancun. To Mr. Crames my undying gratitude and a new batch of subfreshmen. To all the rest of the under class I leave big fat Ha Ha because I’m done and you aren’t!

I. Jeffery Brokish, leave some sanity to Masha, to the library, many years of problem-free use of their new computer system, and to next year’s Physics classes, all my extra credit points. I leave Jym H. various misspellings of his first name, as well as a deck of stainless steel playing cards (they’ll last forever, and they clean up in a snap). To Joyce I leave an infinite supply of puzzle cutters, to Doug I leave a little insight into life, to Dan B., I leave all my unfinished Mosaic work, to G.G. I leave a recording of me yelling “George!”, and to future Puzzle Club members I leave the responsibility and goal of keeping the club going. To the collective group of David Y., Jenne D., and James J., I leave a "trip" to somewhere in Bloomington.

I. Wenlan Chang, hereby will Amy Coombes our “basketball conversation,” some nice bodies for her to stare at during practice, a hot guy who appreciates her, many laughs, and lots of luck. I leave Ellen and Lily a shopping spree in Chicago, Sophie a giant poster of Wesley Snipes, a big apology to Maryann and Sue, and smiles to Ruxandra. To Joyce I leave fond memories of Mr. Glazer, 7th hour, and a hug. To Charlotte, I leave that French guy (who the fiancé), my memories of Omar, and a great friendship. To my brother, I leave my whining ability, love, and my best wishes. Last but not least, to Allison C. and Sapna, my very best friends, I leave the best times of my life and all of my love.

I. Sapna Cheryan, hereby leave to Joy a passing “Sup Sup”? in the hall. To Christine H, I leave an exciting car ride home and to Maryann another hour F. To leave Amanda and Nadia a recording contract to become the next Salt ‘n Pepa and Becky somebody else to always say “What’s so funny?” To Matt Wilhelm I leave a dumbbell and a grin. I leave Danilo a picture of Denzel and to Anura a "hej" and a “tay-te.” To UHGB I leave another 475 (maybe for JV to use?). Finally, I leave many thank you’s to everybody who makes Uni what it is: it’s been an incredible 5 years.

I. Allison R. Cobb, being of as sane mind as possible, leave Smee the perfect al-e-oop pass, Beck a smile during free throws, Nadia, Mr. Berghardt a bushel of apples, and to John a humungo insect joke book to Eli and Cookie, lots of laughs to the Pulpah Retreat group, and a Leaders to the Bagel Group. Next, I thank my family and the wonderful Uni academic staff for all their care, concern, support, and encouragement over the years. I’ll never forget it! Finally, to my friends, I leave the following: To Asako and Joyce I give you all the perverted jokes I don’t understand, to Sophie I leave a round-trip ticket to Orangeville, and to Sapna and Winnie I give with the biggest of all laughs and smiles, a set scene with Denzel, Denzel sheets, and Denzel wallpaper. Always keep busy – with that, I’m sure you will!

I. Ruxandra Costescu, hereby leave the following things upon my parting from Uni: To Noura, a loudspeaker so she can yell to people who haven’t turned in their Gargoyles assignments; to Sang, a younger, unmarried version of Eddie Vedder and permission for a road trip; to Jeffrey, a book entitled "Reasons I Should Drop the Foreign Language I’m Currently Taking" and some financial support to help him start a National Puzzle Club; to Sari, a less exciting social life so she can be just like the rest of us; to Jose, a wave; to Maryann, the desire to protect her from the ghost of a certain pig left all alone in a trash can; to Mr. Stone (since we’re already at it), the memory of all those crickets we had to dismember and insects that we murdered; to anyone who deserves it, the Soundgarden, Doors, Metallica, and Nine Inch Nails posters in my locker (in fact, you can have the locker too); and finally, to Usama, I’m not quite sure what I’m leaving – contact Sung for more information.

I. Kumar Das, do hereby bequeath: to Ray, the shirt you stole and wore the next day; to Jamey, a pre-game “Shazazz” because I like you; to Thomas, a stolen surfboard from the math house and the solution to Mr. Bild’s vest; to Genia, a peew-ew-tastic, some dogs, and a Winkel; to Naffi, some Outkast (pronounced Outkast); to Jonathan, A.J. and 4 T’s; to Nils, Peter S., and the rest of the Goldwassen Tribe, an HAC; to Danilo and Dan M., a couple inches from my vertical so you don’t knock over a new ski; to Nathan, some Bass; to Bass, some zine; to Yummy, that sack in my basement that said “Yummy Kim” on it; and to all the people I didn’t get along with, you are all... uh ...

I. Sunny D., being like cool stuff, leave the following: To Gene some driving skill and any girl from my locker, to James, a V-12 for his bug and a few extra boner points, to Yummy a Jeffery Brokish dog and a thanx for being true, to Steve my best game of Final Fantasy III and a couple of switches, to Ted 25 p.s.i. for his shoe and some caffeine, to Anne-Marie my collection and fatal pig (you thought he was cute, remember?), to Jon W. some good story ideas. To Ray, the towel lady, and Herr W. I leave my undying hatred, but also a thank you for showing me what not to do with my life, to my parents I leave all my love and eternal gratitude for putting up with 16 years of me. Finally, to Soo I leave my love (of course) and the knowledge that you can be the best at whatever you try. You’re 1 in a million, little bro.

I. Drake Depew being of mind and body do hereby will: to June my love for eating stuff beginning with the letter J, to Zach and Danilo the Power Range, to Suro my love of D. Byrne, to Nicole stupid fun, to Johanna’s dancing in parkers and her deep poker with pigs in a trough, to my sister my demented sense of humour, and to UNI eights vats of brussel sprout cream cheese.

I. David Deschler, having refrained from murdering my classmates, do leave the following people the following things. To Ted I leave some enthusiasm and competitiveness so he won’t be a lazy mug for the rest of his life. To Anne-Marie and Damian I leave each other that’s as close to a perfect match as I’ve ever seen. To Gene I leave a way to rid himself of that accent and the DESHRAY so he won’t have to ride in his crumpy Volvo. To Jaime I leave an ass whooping and a hot girlfriend to pass the time with. To Steve I leave a new “girlfriend” every week. To Bridge I leave some more guys since all us seniors will be gone. To next year’s soccer team I leave the best of luck, even though that won’t be enough. To Aaron Rosa I leave the knowledge that you may well be the hardest man alive. Finally, to Uni High I leave a golf team and a lasting reputation as a perennial sports powerhouse. See Ya’!! It’s been fun.

I. Megan Flynn, hereby leave the following things for the following people. To Jani, my swimming buddy, I leave many taste FAT-FREE foods, and memories of early mornings with Al; to Lindsey, I leave the perfect guy and someone else to be in all of her classes. To Nola, I leave some awesome college years as well as memories of good times in the Uni High. To Dylan, I leave an everlasting stash of money and food. To Ellen I leave some advice to give her guys; and a permanently flattening hair product. To Tim I leave 7 hugs a day, many more interesting conversations and thanks for all of your support. Finally, I leave everyone fun and luck later on.
I, Peter Folk, being of melodious body and harmonic mind, do hereby bequeath to: David Cameron, a recital of common sense; to Pedro, a gait (not a joke... a gait... like, a muzzle). To the lounge, a stereo that doesn’t shut off every time crapy music comes on. To the Student Council, “my office” (Rm. 208) back. To the computer lab, no one to yell at (for, that for matter, to screw up, and to Paul Herendeen, Godshub — sometime). To the rest of you all, well, I give two pieces of advice; first, enjoy your high school experience — you have a lot of fun; finally, I tell you, from experience, never spend more than 10 minutes at the scene of an activity (crime) you wouldn’t want to be seen at.

I, Jenne Glish, leave Chris Tsay An Affair To Remember and a little pool of gene. I leave Bob a watermelon and a Scottish cheer. I leave Plastic Wraper a flying door and spandex. To Zach Hensley I leave a feverish theory and The Silver Creek. To Lydia I leave a blue speedo, to Amy Coombe the GAMa club, to Dan Tucker I leave my sister. I leave Alison a goofy event, to Chuck Reingold a hug and a busy corner. To Alex K I leave a short skirt and a long hug, to Salin I leave some of my height, and to Russell I leave bread and cheese. To Smurphy I leave a decent pitch pipe and Black Coffee, and to Ms. Ridemont I leave Covenant, The Glass Menagerie, and some enthusiastic drama students.

I, George Gruschow, being of bored mind and sleepy body, hereby dedicate my life to the nutty bar, and leave the following gifts to my friends. To Matt Bandy, aka Harf, I leave Gian-Polo and all the other problems with the DEC. To Paul Grayson, I leave my 4 foot toy arm to yank Harf’s ears with whenever he boots the DEC. To Daniel Beedy, I leave a game for rainy days: (1) Put the iguana on the elevator, (2) hit all the buttons, (3) run. To Hannah, I leave a steak. To Jenne Glish, I leave an erotic pizza boy. To Peter Folk, I leave a really nice fork, knife, spoon, plate, cup, and eating utensial, a hearty hug, and ball-bondsmen’s phone number. To David Young, I leave my flashlight and mirror to manually trace rays with and a psychedelic school bus with a full tank. To Gian-Polo, I leave my copies of all 5 of the Phalcon/Skim virus tutorials, nuke.c, and juju.c to right the injustices on the Information Superhighway. To David Beedy, I leave a hug a non-safety kitchen match for our note cards. To Andy Nicholson, I leave my life’s dream of being a blimp pilot. To Megan R-A, I leave my entire Ministry collection. To Andrew Reynolds, I leave a hug, a pack of cards, and a truckload of spray paint. Finally, to Ben Scott, I leave all the bigness in the world.

I, Nasir Hajj, do hereby grant the following boons. The Cross Country teams shall receive prowess in competition beyond that of mortal teams. The Track and Field team shall likewise be granted such puissance. I call plague and famine and flame upon those to whom have brought irritation to visit me. I grant a chimpanzee and a power drill to Chris Gorski, to aid in his quest for the elusive Squatch. And, finally, to my Brother, I leave the consideration and understanding of My peers. Wait, I can’t find it. Sod off, you twitchy gits.

I, Amanda Isaacscon, leave to Amanda Smeltzer, some elbows bonier than hers and a 6’6’’ freshman to block all her shots. To Anne, I leave a zillion more clothes and a really fine lifeguard. To Christina, a 29 gear shift park-job, a glass that’s too full for her, Famous Amos chocolate chip cookies, and my face framers. To Bridget, a ride home, HOP pancakes, a la quinda, and a trip to Heather’s house. To Jamey, I leave jack, to Andrey, a mouthful of bloody spat and a You **** up! Finally to Bridge and Chris, I leave a fine, mule servant at the Olive Garden.

I, James Alan Johnson, do hereby bequeath the following: to Anand I leave the tenor section (if his voice doesn’t change); to Bob and Russell I leave the joy of lighting and miles of the infamous Duct Tape, without which the show could not continue; to Joy I leave an uncircumcised penis she can see; to Lydia I leave my etquette and love; to Chris Tsay I leave the ability to read music and a rubber chicken; to Carolyn I leave those stupid nicknames Jenne gave her and a lot of fun with drama; to all who want it, I leave all of my dipped crust; to all the Thespians, I leave our wonderful plays and all the fun that goes with it; to all aspiring musicians, I leave Dave’s rule of three; to everyone else I say have fun with the rest of your high school life; it’s not worth getting stressed out over.

I, Sari Karplus, hereby leave to Alison Left the Thespians and all our play traditions, also, a big hug and a bizarre guy story. To Susan Rempe, I leave a fun play and a blind power ride. I leave Mr. Jaber all my stories. To Barbara and Cour, I leave to you and the Thespian legacy to continue to be a place of creation, fun, and great entertainment. To Lydia, my fellow Scorpion, I leave a golden paintbrush, hairbrush, and hammer – things any crew Goddess would need. I, also, leave a fun filled trip to True Value. Finally, to Zach H. I give the finger – it is known to improve reading skills.

I, Asako Kinase-Leggett, being of questionably sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath, in my first will and testament: to my teachers and the school counselors, gratitude and my thanks for putting up with my insanity for so long; to my parents, the same, and my college tuition bills for the next four years, as well as lots of love and any fame and fortune I might acquire; to Allison to Hedgehog and a ride once (if ever) I get my license; to Ali, O., the loan of any photos of “England” and a kick-butt senior year at UHS; to Sam Sutton, a risque photo of Hugh Grant for the G-room; to Noura, an evil sketch of a certain newspaper editor; to the flute-fluties (all 8 of them), I leave a forever without Star Wars and the first flute air; to Allison To Kathleen, a wonderful, Unique year; to Mr. Murphy, a real baton; to Mrs. Newman, a fond “vale”; to Mrs. Bant, anything I might get published - or else; and to Mr. Sutton and Mrs. Fuller - thanks. Finally, to all my senior buddies, an apology - I would need a whole book for all of you - but I leave all of you a hug, a stupid joke, and memories and friendship. To everyone I’ve ever known and liked, a big smile and this school, long may it be a Unique place, full of fun and laughter (and occasional learning).

Me, myself, and I (but you can call me Hannah) would like to leave some stuff. To Cindy, a secret, a hat up high, and the biggest hug that ya ever did see. To Dave B. a credit card and a checking account (cuz I know you’ll need em). To Andrew I leave a big wall to climb and decorate. To Megan, a kumquat. To Peter, a Road Trip, and to James, a gig. To Seth I leave an Air the you’re lucky, Jeff, a really good compliment. To Emma, my super-cool sister, I leave Finnegan and all my love. To Rishi I leave a collage, and to Dave A. I leave someone to play the top. I leave Gargoyles my headlines, and Yearbook... well, I leave Yearbook. To Mr. Murphy go my ‘green shoes’, and to Sam Helen, her very own Angel, a laugh, and a power lunch at Joe’s Brewery. To Mr. Tucker I leave a hug.

To Randy I leave a sincere thank you – you’re the only one I let mispronounce my name. Bye-bye everyone.

I, Sang Lee, say see ya to the P.E. department (ha ha ha): I leave to Usama Art and remember, I can fly; and to Robert Fraser I leave a big hunk o’ rain forest and ginseng gum to boost your you know... and lastly to all you underclassmen, I leave this bit of wisdom from Fuzagi, “Life is what you want it to be so don’t get tangled up trying to be free and don’t worry what the other people see is nothing.” –bye-bye!

I, Andy Leibovich, leave this shit to people. Jon, a ride home and a trey, to Steve, pepper spray for protection against the ladies, to Yummy a better excuse than bronchitis, to Gene a red and a philosophical conversation. I leave Bridget whatever shes looking for, to Chavez I leave a bowl of Lucky Charms, to Damian a post game report and prep waiting, to Keanan I leave a once proud free throw tradition, to Snyder and jersey #23 a spot in the FSU backfield. Rosa gets my goal of three years and a triple off the wall, I leave Danilo the Rainman my ability to talk shit, to Nina I leave a day without embarrassment, to Anne-Marie a book of thirty jokes and a great dictionary. To Sue I leave a game of goal, and an asswhooping’. To Ted a toeshash and a fuck to give, to James a pair of Mike D’s underwear to do with what he wishes.

I, Lilly Liu, of sound mind and body, hereby will to Charlotte a pair of silk chocolate colored drawstring wide-leg pants and a fake ID. To Wenlan I leave gabbilions of Lois and Clark episodes. I will Sang a curbordy stuffed car and a million gallons of gas. To Daniel K. I leave lots of groupies; and to Ruxandra a life time supply of CD’s and insuffum. To Doug, I leave some cheerfulness, the thought “we’re outa here!” and a full size pool table. I leave Sammy a much happier big brother. To Sapna a job and intern on the a little bit of fame and to Asako Hugh Grant movies. I leave Joyce my appreciation for Dean Cain movies, and some coffee from the Union machine. To Sophie I will a billion hypothetical questions, the guy in Maryland, an S-class Mercedes and a week stay at the Ritz. To Ellen I leave the hope that Russell Wong isn’t gay, someone’s face to pinch, a dress-renting agency and a non-asshole guy. To Sophie, Ellen, and Joyce, all our memories of the people we obsessed over, the dumb and fun things we’ve done. To my debate group the hope that things won’t turn out too hopefully. Finally, I leave Uni a lot of money and some great years ahead.

I, Jani Miles, hereby will to my swimming buddy Megan Flynn a hot French guy and thanks for getting me through all those tough workouts. To Adam and Sandeep I leave bodyfat so you don’t feel left out. To Christina I leave German Club and the responsibility of finding her a Bridge my ultimatum. To Lisa I leave the hope that you will never again have to deal with my 5:30 a.m. mood. To Tim Monahan I leave a phone call whenever you need to talk and a romantic date in Murphy’s truck. And to Ali I leave my thanks and appreciation for
I. Linda Schmidt, leave Anne-Marie a big smile, some puppy chow, lots of candy, and a afternoon rollerblading. To Yummy I leave a rocking night out, a blacklight, and a super lizzard. I give Christine a transitional gift with you: one-third of Bridget, a whole bunch of three pointers that she'll need next year, and to both of them I give a dinner at the Olive Garden with a really fine waiter (s Lee) and 5 desserts we can share. To Leecie Murphy I leave the clarinet section. To Cathy and Dave, I leave an eight piece band, some fun at the club, some puzzles, and I leave the library some awesome help next year, a microfiche machine, and some extra space. Finally, thank you to the teachers that taught with extra enthusiasm which actually made learning fun! Good luck Uni!

In the untimely event of my graduation, I Ben Scott, will to these lovely underclassmen the following choice items: to Edwin Ramos I will a desk to hang my book with ten sheets in it, a pop-tart, and a '81 Chevy Citation minus one transmission; to the junior class I will in their pitiful little lives now that the seniors are gone.

I. Mae Siffon, being of sound mind and body, do beseech the following things, to Jamie: his own classroom where he can annoy only himself; to Jenny, a gorgeous guy on a dashing black steed; to Shar, some cloves; to Dan M, a girlfriend named George; to Mason, an extra foot for that dunk; to Tim, many pencils; to Shawn, a very large clock; to Barb, a day when no one skips class; to Mr. Jaber, better luck with cars next time; to Mrs. Dymoli and Mrs. Newman, a more cooperative class; and to Ms. Miele, more letters of recommendation! And lastly, to Eli, I leave a lifetime supply of easy cheese.

I. Tim Skirvin, being of ill mind and weak body, hereby do leave these wonderful items to ya'll. To Iggy the Iguana, I leave a brand new heat lamp, to warm you up on those chilly winter mornings. To Rob, I leave the duty to ride the 7:24 AM bus: someone's got to do it. To the first who cares to take it, I leave the "essence of underclassness," do with it what you will. To next years subs, I leave my place in the lounge; kill those traditions! To the denizens of the kitchen, I leave a few decks of cards, strategically placed on tabletops. To the denizens of the lounge, I leave the television, to be watched without red during your times of greatest boredom. Finally, to everyone at Uni, I leave these final words: good luck, have a wonderful life, and don't forget the good times you've had, eh?

I. Douglas Sohn, being of sound mind and body leave to Edwin a "Hey Edwin!". To Daniello I leave a ride home. To Tommy I leave some Korean war hot old college guys, Bridge socks & sports, bras, Anne-Marie a fetal pig and a smile. I leave lots of luck to Amy Coombe, Nina, Megan Murphy, and the Smeltzmannar. I leave my family lots of love and Audrey to carry on 4 more years of Millers.

I. Tim Monahan, would like to leave the following people the following things: a winning season and less running to Varsity B-ball; to Amy C, a ride home and someone to talk to; an even better lounge to futurn Dugan, and for Chrissakes; to Judi, some more secret hand signals to use with Tommy. To Matt C, I leave a better youth group teacher and a better time in church. To Damien I leave the knowledge that the Cubs will be World Champions someday. To Ellen and Lilly I leave my brother and Jeff T. Pekesh; To Jimmy I leave my thank yous for being there to talk when I needed it. To the office staff I leave a big thanks for making my stay at Uni that bit better. To my teachers I leave my thanks for bearing with me for five years at this school. Fine I leave it to my brother, Sammy, your presence in you, and the knowledge that you will succeed in whatever you do.

I. Joyce Tang, do hereby will to Ms. Fuller, Alison Jeff and Kathleen the best of luck with future Uniques!! I leave to Amy Coombe many smiles and the Little Buttercup song to Lydia, Rachel R. and Thayer, a hug and a good luck during their last year at Uni, and to Robert F, a thank you for convincing me that I wanted to go to Hong Kong. I leave to Sapna many happy study sessions, to Sophie, lots of red and orange clandestine, strategically placed on laptop covers. To the denizens of the lounge I hereby give the name of not so safe driver (me!), to Cindy, so many years of memories and picnic on a perfect day, to Ellen, all the food I ever stole from her, and to David Ashley. I leave a pack of Saltines. To Sam, I leave a dress for each that I borrowed from you at Wenden one last bit. Out of watching extended college videos, to Michelle S. the perfect duet, to Asako, a stress free week and lots of memories of PE and pettitudes! And to Sang, I leave a night of driving around aimlessly, wishing someone beside Steaks 'n Shake or Perkins was open. To everyone at Uni, I leave a lot of thanks, a bunch of smiles, and the very best of luck!!! I'll miss you all!!

I. Jeff Thorn, leave a grin and a shake to anybody who cares. To Hormozd, I leave an old Bible. To Emily, I leave a sly wink in the hallway. To Jeff Kang, the Future of Uni High Soccer (morbid as it may seem). To Claire, a whole day without even one annoying comment. To Dam, I leave a voice that lasts a whole game, and a lotta spirit. To Mr. Turner, a shot in the back. To everyone at Uni (especially BA, RL, DS, LB, BM), an understanding (just between you and me) about Uni; it must hurt to be so good.

I. Sophie Wahh, of sound mind and body, hereby will to Maryam clips for the decline bech and a Belgian guy. To Nils, a snowball fight, Matt Wilhelm a big smile and Christine Keller the gymnast of your choice and to Rob B, the best of luck at Uni.

I. Cindy Wang, do hereby leave Matt Wilhelm a great big hello and some cows, Nikkia a state championship, Anne-Marie Cziko a good horoscope to get excited over and a hug, Sharn her mix tape, Damian and Chris Garcia a nice quiet stud co, Adam R. a free day on Feb 17, the Speronents a good wish and a lot of love. To Sok, a few good jokes, Eman Jassim a big smile, Hormodiz a snake shirt, Audrey a trip to Steak and Shake, a blowtorch to burn down Colorado Steak House, the college of her choice, never having to meet bitch I and bitch 2 in the future, and finally someone to live down the street, Bonnie thanks and an extra large track and CC teams in the future, Randy, Barb and Cathy for enduring me, Lisa a big thanks, Ms. Fuller a long talk, Murphy kids that get along and the administration a big thanks for putting up with everything. Five years at Uni and I am outta here!

I. Ellen Yang, being of sound mind and body, hereby will Sophie a Mercedes 500 SL, a fairytail life with her Egyptian second cousin, and many more running bus rides; to Megan F., the newest de-pouffing technique — your hair looks great, girl!; to Lindsey and Amanda, the wonderland in which I played with. To Dave; to Sang, I leave a long relaxing vacation so she get away from baby-sitting and work; to Wenden, her dream date with Tom Cruise; to Charlotte I leave a M.A.C. taupe lipstick; to Michelle, I leave a big shovul to dig her way out of the snow; to Doug, I leave a shorty, a whole day at the mall, and a thousand smiles; to Lydia W., I leave a knee brace; to Mrs. Laughlin, I leave a 5 course dinner prepared by my mom; to Lily, I leave nothing less than my deepest thanks for her friendship throughout the years; finally, to Uni High — all my teachers, the office staff (especially Taf), and my counselors, my sincere gratitude for guiding me through an unforgettable 5 years. I'll miss you all, best wishes in the future.
Where...

Hannah and Dave (freshman year)

Megan R-A (freshman year)

Cindy (sub year)

Joyce and Micah (freshman year)
Have They Gone?

Jenny W. and Deborah-Anna (freshman year)

Andrew (freshman year)

Sari (sub year)

Jenny W. and Deborah-Anna (freshman year)
Senior Class History:


FRESHMAN YEAR: We lose Erin S., Julia, Dory and James L., and gain Jeff T., Tim M. and Jani. Jori goes to Cypress for a semester. Herr W. makes fun of our names on the first day and GP forgets about the first week of school. Hyper color shirts. CC gets 3rd in state, and soccer kicks bootie. Mears comes and the school smells...nicer. Am I Normal? Baby Boom. We get an elevator. Wheeler leaves. C.S. Nola spills milk and cries over it too. POGO. A Wink and A Nod and a Bow to the Times....Logarithm test and symbolism in Lord of the Flies. FROSH ATHLETES RULE!! “Sunavo give me the book” says Herr W. Nola X Jason W., Amanda X Eddie, Ellen X Eric, Ellen X Kevin M., Cindy X Alyx, Cindy X Eyamba, Andrew R. X Megan RA, George G. X Cathy C., D-A X Brent, Jani X Aaron H., Tim M. X Eve, Tim M. X Erica out to lunch, Robyn slaps David D., James X Leena, Charlotte X Casey, Jani X Jeff Thorn.

SOPHOMORE YEAR: We lose Jenny W., Tim B., Micah, Josh, Leena, John Taylor, and we get Celka, Dave Y., Michelle, Jeff B., George P., and Tim S. The Year of the Exchange Students (Russians and Czechs and Swedes oh my!). We make history with the Halloween Dance. Mr. Pat. Two anonymous soph’s light the second floor lockers. Superquest. Megan F. goes to State and National’s. Bergandine freezes a bee, a raquetball, sets a desk on fire and says “Oops”. The second floor closes. George ‘makes the rounds’. Russian trip, and Hannah gets mugged. Cool lounge couch. Chorus trip is canceled, and the cheerleaders quit. B.S. on the basketball court. Amanda and Jani can drive. Cindy goes to State. Cindy X Dave Bopp, Nola X Eyamba, George P. X Amy F., George P. X Jyana, George P. X Nele, Jeff T. X Erin G., Andrew R. X Megan RA, Megan RA X Magda, Kumar X Bridget, Charlotte X Rob, Tim M. X Amy F,
What Happened to Us?


SENIOR YEAR: We lose nobody for the first time ever, and get Mae. World Cup. Joyce leaves for a semester. Shelly Roberts take over as our fifth and final principal. Megan and Jani lead swimming to a stunning ninth place finish. Yearbook and Gargoyle combines into one room—big mess. COLLEGE APPS. Winter Party with Dancing Pillow People. Alum Fred Marx gives us our own special preview of Hoop Dreams. Ms. Suslick is missing us already. David A and every girl but Jani drop Calc III. Hank and Cindy do yearbook for the third year and no one knows why. Dave writes and stars in “Man with a Pizza” with Jenne directing and James dancing naked. O.J for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Baseball strike. Charlotte wants to go to Germany and become a politician. Ben proposes that we colonize Greenland. Leif thinks sheep droppings are M&M’s. Jeff does something with his hip that keeps him out the whole soccer season. GO AWAY! GO AWAY! GO AWAY! Semester Exams =None. TV and VCR in lounge, but the VCR leaves. Advisory periods for teachers to listen to our sob stories. Peter, Jeff B. and James leave for Russia. The Swimteam finds an early morning surprise on their cars. Nola breaks her nose on Amanada I’s elbow. Jani X Carl C., Amanda X Eddie L., Megan R-A X Andrew, Nola X Chaka Bradley, Jeff X Cindy, George P. X Nadia, Jeff B. X Jenne, Leif X Jessica N.

See ya later Alligator!

123
Hannah and Jirka in the streets of Prague.

Charlotte just isn't talented enough to twist off the top of an oreo.
Nasri ponders the meaning of life.

Drake tried to scare an engrossed Susan...

Jeff and Andy pose for the new calendar, UNI STUDS '95.
James imitates a Dutch windmill.

Shoko is already terrified of college.

Cranston accuses Ben of stacking the deck as Amy tries to intervene.

Bridget and Christina share a special moment.

Ted, working hard on the yearbook.

Andrew takes a breather.
"My name’s Brokish. Jeffrey Brokish, Agent 007."

No shoes no shorts no service!

Dave and Murph play da blues.

Top: Sari strikes a pose. Left: Lindsey’s playing charades, and her word is sarcasm.
I took a piece of living clay  
And gently formed it day by day  
And molded it with power and art  
A young child's soft and yielding heart

I came again when years were gone  
It was a man I looked upon,  
He still that early impress bore  
And I could change that form no more.

Thanks a bunch to Uni High  
faculty and staff for helping  
Rishi grow  
— Nancy Zutshi

Congratulations to the  
Class of ’95

Feel pride in how far you have come  
and confidence in where you are going  
— (author unknown)

The Zutshis

Congratulations Rishi

We are proud of you and love you  
"Love never claims, it ever gives.  
Love ever suffers, never resents,  
never revenges itself, but lifts us up."
— Gandhi

May you always have this cohesive force to go ahead in life

~ Nani, Mom, Pari, & Zoso
Andrew!
Congratulations!
And remember:
Good luck, do your best, and have fun! 

— From Mom, Dad, and Adam

For Dylan, and the whole class of 1995:
Assume that what you want is always within your reach.

— Dad, Mom, and Robin
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You belong at Parkland College.
We put blood, sweat and tears into this book. Just so you know.

HANK AND CINDY
Two down, three to go! Congratulations, Tim! We're Proud of You.

– Joe, Jack, Bob, Hugh

Hey Nils......
Take care of my school for me...

Leif
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Connie Bank
Jim and Traci Bernet
B. Bognar
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Hop-N-Shop
International and Natural Foods

Imported and gourmet foods from all over the world at very affordable prices.

Coffee, Tea, Cheese, Chocolate, Biscuits, Jams, Pickles, Olive Oil, Pasta, Ethnic Bread, Spices, Dalls (Beans), Flours, Vinegars, Tahini, Dates, Drinks, and many more.

Choose from the richest assortment of international foods from:

The Middle East, Indian subcontinent, Far East, Europe, South and Central America, Russia, Africa, and many more.

408 N. Race, Urbana (217) 337-5555 Open Mon. - Thur. and Sat. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.; Fri. 2:15 - 9 p.m.; Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thank you Uni high faculty, support staff, administrators, and students for your positive influence on those around you.

These past few years have given us warm memories, good friends, and an excellent foundation for our son, Brent's, future.

Best wishes to the class of 1995.

— Colin and Caryl Ann Halfwassen
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As Uni has soared into vast new dimensions of academic and social aspirations, both students and faculty are encouraged and excited with the promise of future success in the school functions. The most exalting part of the 1994-1995 Uni school year was that we just had fun.

Buh-Bye!!
A long, long time ago, I could still remember how the music used to make me smile
and I knew if I had my chance, I could make those people dance, and maybe they'd be happy for a while.

So bye bye Miss American Pie
Drove my Chevy to the levee but the levee was dry
Them good ol' boys were drinking whiskey and rye
Singing this will be the day that i die,
This will be the day that i die.

Let's get to the point
Let's roll another joint
Turn the radio loud
I'm too alone to be proud
You don't know how it feels
You don't know how it feels
To be me.

It was a teenage wedding and the old folks wished them well
You could see that Pierre did truly love the mademoiselle...
C'est la vie, say the old folks, it goes to show you never can tell.

I feel good da na na na na
I knew that I would da na na na na na na
So good! da da
So good! da
I got you! da na na na!

Rubber Ducky, you're the one,
you make bathtub lots of fun
Rubber Ducky you're my very best friend indeed!

Stop! Collaborate and listen
Ice is back with a brand new invention
Something grabs a hold of me tightly
Flows like a harpoon daily and nightly
will it ever stop, Yo! I don't know
turn off the lights and I'll glow
to the extreme I rock the mike like a vandal
Light up the stage and wax the chump like a candle

It's time to move on
Time to get goin
what lies ahead
I have no way of knowin
but under my feet, baby
grass is growin
time to move on,
time to get goin.

Here comes Johnny singing
oldies goldies
Babaluba baby what I say
Here comes Johnny singing I
got a woman
Down in the tunnel trying to make it pay
He's got the action, he's got the motion
Oh yeah the boy can play
Dedication, devotion
Turning on the night lights into the day.

Basically, I'm all tuckered out. Thanks to Mr. Smeltzer, the office staff, the great yearbook staff, and the Agora Days yearbook staff. You guys are great! Finally...Hank, three years and we are done. Let us go off into the sunset, with a baked potato and the wonderful thought that we will never have to know person named Bob again. COLLEGE! ---Cindy

I'd like to thank the Academy, the director of this wonderful production, Mike Smeltzer, and my co-star Cindy. I also would like to add one thing...without all of the little people (Peter, James, Dave A, Dave B, Andrew, Megan, Jeff) I would never have gotten the chance to be up here. Thank you so very much. I'm glad you liked what we all worked so hard on. I'd like to say hi to my family - hi Emma! - and to my crew. Randy, Barb, Cathy, Hellyer...it wouldn't have been possible without you. I can't leave without thanking the powers that be for believing in us when things were looking down, so thank you. Thank you again, all you beautiful people. - Hannah

Well here I am the new kid on the block, but I am also the oldest kid. I inherited two seasoned editors, and proceeded to change their entire way of producing a yearbook. They survived and created a handsome book along the way. If you are reading these words and it is before the 4th of July, then everything worked out, or else we got the electronic HTML edition done in record time. Thanks to Shelley, Audrey, Marilyn and Karen for their support and to Uni's Student Council for their investment in the technology that made this book and the new Gargoyle possible. I will miss the seniors, especially since they don't bowl very well. Hank and Cindy leave big shoes to fill - well actually in Cindy's case small shoes, but fast ones. Next year's book will miss Hank's photos. The accompanying photo of the second best guard in the NBA is for Amanda, who now will never lose this book. - Coach